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Seacliff Surf Life Saving Club Incorporated 

Affiliated with Surf Life Saving Australia 

88th Annual Report 

For the season 2019/20 

To be presented at the Annual General Meeting – 26th July 2020 

 

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE CLUB 

1. To study and practice the methods of Surf Lifesaving as set down by Surf Life 

Saving Australia. 

 

2. To minimise the loss of life from drownings by the use of life saving apparatus 

conforming to S.L.S.A. standards. 

 

3. Promote demonstrations and arrange classes of instruction so as to bring about 

a widespread and thorough knowledge of the principles on natation and general 

further the best interests of surf bathing. 

 

4. To appoint patrols to render aid to those in distress. 

 

5. To promote social occasions for the enjoyment of its members and to generate 

income for the furtherance of life saving activities. 
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 Office Bearers 2019-20 

 Patron: Hon Amanda Wilson - Mayor, Holdfast Bay 

 Vice Patron: SA Member for Black, Hon David Speirs 

 Vice Patron: Federal Member for Boothby, Nicolle Flint 

 

Management Committee  

President Dr Glen Patten (OAM) 

Vice President John Godwin 

Secretary Tanya Evans 

Treasurer Terry Crabb (resigned 30-Apr-19),  

Sarah Harrington (resigned 24-Sep-19) 

Amanda Luetolf 

Club Captain Bly Bayliss 

Vice-Captain (Patrol) Cassie Wilmot (resigned 28-Nov-19) 

Business Liaison Officer Alex Wood 

Chief Instructor Ash Clarke 

Communications Officer Kristie Meier 

Competition Coordinator Tom May 

Junior Chairperson Shauna Henty 

Members Representative Vicki Gregory 

Youth Coordinator Jacinta Day 

  

Junior Sub-Committee  

Chairperson Shauna Henty 

Deputy Chairperson Sarah Warriner 

Secretary Sarah Morris 

Committee Carol Alford, Kate Bawden,  

Jianna Hudson, Justin Needham,  

Janelle Scrivener, Greg Thompson 

Shannon Tohu, Bly Bayliss (coach) 
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LIFE MEMBERS 

 

S.A.S.C S.A.S & L.S.C  

(1933) F.A. Jackson (1937) G.V. Othams (1941) C. Garner 

(1934) S.Lamb (1938) Mrs F.A. Jackson (1941) R.W. Moyse 

   

 Seacliff S.L.S.C.  

1956 Doug Yeates* 1983 Russell Dunstan 1999 Craig Jones 

1960 Alan Brooker* 1984 Alvis Mackereth* 2001 Alan Johns 

1960 Bill Haylock Snr. 1986 Jeff Fudge 2001 Jeremy Goodburn 

1960 David (Doc) Eddy* 1989 John Rowland 2001 Ron Brooks* 

1961 Tom Burton* 1991 Dr Glen Patten (OAM) 2001 Vicki Gregory 

1966 Bill Root* 1992 Brian Bayliss 2005 Craig Brooks 

1976 Bob Evans 1992 Darryl Pope (OAM) 2006 Dwayne Thuys 

1976 Bruce Hewitt 1993 Deborah Lasscock 2006 Rupert Wyness 

1976 David Jamieson 1993 Pam Brooks* 2009 David Jansen 

1976 David Rosevear 1995 Brian Donnell* (OAM) 2010 Sandy Jones 

1977 John Yeates* 1995 John Ward 2012 Andrew Chandler 

1977 Kevin Williams 1997 Bob Bailey 2015 David Shaw 

1980 Gretta Haylock* 1997 Terry Keeffe 2015 Susan Hicks 

1980 John Pain 1998 Bruce Jordan* 2016 Meredith Wood 

1982 Neville Main 1998 Ian Tattersall  

 State Life Members  

Tony Coles Dr Glen Patten (OAM) John Yeates* 

Brian Donnell* (OAM) Darryl Pope (OAM) Bill Haylock Snr. 

   

 Australian Life Members  

Brian Donnell* (OAM)  *Deceased 
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President's Report 2019-2020 

Impact of COVID-19 

For the Seacliff SLSC and the rest of Australia and indeed the world, 2019-

20 season has been the most difficult and a time of trepidation not seen in our 
lifetime. The year started with the Cudlee Creek and KI bushfires followed by 

the corona virus (COVID-19) that has thrown a huge spanner in our club and 

community life. Early predictions indicated that almost everyone could contact 

the disease and many Australians would die. I would like to acknowledge the 
courage of our firemen Andrew Chandler and Jeff Strachan who bravely 
fought these fires. 

Due to circumstances out of our control, we had to make staff changes to 

our upstairs operations and appointed a new Bistro and Catering manager 

in Greig Milne who was taking the business to new heights and 

complemented our chefs, Nigel and Tara brilliantly. Then, with the spectre 
of doom hanging over us, the only call we could make was to close down 

the Bistro and wait for further advice - we couldn't stomach the thought of 

any of our staff or members falling ill. I admit I had dreadful fears for our 

members, and we had to rein in their enthusiasm and control gatherings 
after we had closed patrols, competition, the club and gym. We received 

constant input from government, SLSSA and Clubs SA to guide us through 

the ever-changing directives. With great COVID-19 results in SA, we 

opened the Pop-Up take-away down stairs due to Greig's drive (and 

equipment) and could only proceed due to the financial support from 
JobKeeper and the Government SA, COVID-19 Small Business Grant 

and it was operating well, considering we were heading into winter. The 

rules changed again and unfortunately some younger staff fell off the 

JobKeeper scheme. As we know the clubs and pubs were opened up 
with limitations and everyday restrictions are lifted. Annual reports were 

being written and trophies and awards selected awaiting when we can 
run presentations at the club. By the AGM, hopefully business will (almost) be as usual. 

90 Seasons of surf lifesaving and community celebration 

Season 2019-20 was to be the year of celebration of 90 years of 
lifesaving and community service. The 
Cocktail Party was a success and our Ball 
should go ahead later in the year.  

We managed to complete all the surf 
lifesaving state titles and were overall 
runners up to Grange with many great 
results. Our Masters were triumphant 
taking out the pennant. Unfortunately, we 

could not run the Junior State Titles at Seacliff, and the Open States 
and Aussies were cancelled. 

Patrol Tower and Forward Base opening 

This project was championed by past president, Andrew Chandler, who worked with Royal Wolf to 

build the new patrol tower from containers and worked with local indigenous people for the external 
design and welcome to country smoking ceremony. It was supported by Australian Government 

community development grant (Nicolle Flint) and the City of Holdfast Bay (Amanda Wilson). The club 

supplied ~10% of the funds and fitted out new tower. The tower opened in time for the season and 
has been a fantastic acquisition.  
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In the down time 

With the club shut it was an opportune time to undertake some well needed 

refurbishments and maintenance that had been identified by our CAPEX 

plans. The bar and kitchen floors have been resealed with epoxy including 
proper drainage and a new deep fryer to be installed to produce our own fresh 

fish and chips to compliment the bistro fare. Of urgent need was the floor in 

the downstairs female toilets and that has been completely resealed and 

should last many years. We thank John Higgins (INCA Constructions) for this 
work at a great price. Painting has also been undertaken inside the club and 
the craft racks repaired.  

Club Captain, Bly, has given countless hours painting the front supporting columns and changing 
the rusting tech screws with stainless to protect our great asset and ensuring electrical standards 

have been maintained as well as maintain training regimes. Under tough times your Captain and 

President and indeed all our committees have worked tirelessly together to keep Seacliff SLSC 
healthy and strong. 

Membership recognition 

At the SLSSA Awards of Excellence for 2018-19 we were finalists for Club of the 

Year, Community Education Program of the Year (Beach for All), Volunteer of the 

Year and Coach of the Year (Bly Bayliss), Surf Life Saver of the Year (Jacinta Day), 

Lifeguard of the Year (Ryan Davidson) and our Chief Instructor, Ashley Clarke, won 
Trainer of the Year for the second time. 

For the 2019-20 SLSSA awards, we have nominated the following: 

Bly Bayliss (Coach of the Year), Jacinta Day (Volunteer of the 
Year), Derek Bawden (Surf Life Saver of the Year), Ash Clarke 

(Assessor of the Year), Darryl Pope (Official of the Year), Tom May 

(Athelete of the Year), Mark Warriner (Trainer of the Year), Oliver 

Higgins (Young Lifesaver U15),  Jeremy (Jezza) Evans (Youth 
Lifesaver of the Year U18), Fran Kidd (Lifeguard of the Year), 

Community Education Program (Silver Salties - coordinated by Jacinta), and Club of the Year. 

Jacinta also represented Seacliff at the SLSA Masterclass and promises to be a senior club leader 

of the future. Jacinta is also heading up the club planning group sessions that will see us focus up 
to 2025 and the "Beach Warriors" initiative. 
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I would like to congratulate Derek Bawden who has worked diligently behind the 

scenes keeping our patrols running and equipment in A-class condition with great 

assistance from Graham Mitchell and the patrol subcomittee. Derek is deservedly 

our Best All Round Club Person. This season the Working With Children Clearance 
(WWCC) process was introduced from government and management sought legal 

advice and ensured all members working in a reasonable manner with U18s were 

cleared. This inglorious process was 

championed by Tanya Evans. In the absense 
of a treasurer, Amando Luetolf took up the nettle and worked 

with our book-keeper (Cory Hill) to put the shop in order. I 

acknowledged Tanya and Amanda with the President's Trophy 

for such self-sacrifice and club loyalty. I would also like to 
acknowledge Greg Thompson our Members Protection Officer 

who has given great service under some difficult 
circumstances. 

New initiatives 

 

 

The beach mat has been running for 3 seasons and 

the Beach for All project has been complimented with 

2 water wheel chairs, extra foam rescue boards, a 

patient lift and programs for older members (Silver 
Salties) and female members (REEF). 

 

 

Pink Patrol Day 

To celebrate 40 years of female participation, gaining of surf lifesaving 

Bronze medallion, SRC and patrolling, Seacliff SLSC ran the Pink Patrol day, 
a first for SA.  The day was coordinated by committee member Jacinta Day 

& patrol subcommittee. Club members and patrolling members bedecked in 

pink attire. All members who gained BM 

in 1980-84 invited and acknowledged. 
Recognised Deb Lasscock (life member) 

and Annette Arbon (nee Ridley) from 

original squads. Opening the address as 

chief instructor for first female squads, I gave a background talk 
and introduced guest speaker Clare Lindop (SA Jockey Hall of 

Fame). Clare was a highlight of the day empathising with female 
struggles in male dominated sport. 
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Seacliff SLSC Girls & Women in Surf Advisory Group 

As part of a larger study, and chaired by club member, Professor Murray Drummond of Flinders 
University, commenced a project called REEF riders. Reef stands for Resilient, Energetic, 

Empowered, Females. REEF is a leading initiative for SLSSA and SLSA. The key aim is to ensure 

females are given a voice right from the top and supported in all aspects of surf lifesaving. We look 

forward to great outcomes from this project. 
 

 
 
Brighton Lions Partnership 

A partnership developed between Brighton Lions Club via their secretary Alistair Speirs, and Seacliff 

SLSC to man the Annual Christmas Cake Sleigh Run in 2019 & 2020 championed by Jeff Strachan. 
Over 40 junior lifesavers (nippers) with age group leaders have manned the Santa Sleigh runs selling 

Christmas cakes over 10 evenings in the Brighton/Seacliff area raising funds for Lions. 

 

Assisted financially and with fit out by CMI Toyota, a 4WD Toyota Hilux has been leased and will be 
shared by Seacliff SLSC and Lions. It will soon be wrapped in club, lifesaving and sponsors motifs. 
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Silver Salties  

With support from SLSA, Seacliff SLSC started the first "Silver Salties" program for 
our elderly members to enjoy the beach and fellowship. Leading the development of 

the project was Jacinta Day and coordinated by Terry Keefe and Terry Crabb. 

Jacinta, who also kicked off the "Seacliff Sormies" for support of our under 14s, will 
explain more in this report  

Community relevance 

In the coming season we are partnering with the City of Holdfast Bay Seacliff ward 
councillor, Clare Lindop, and undertake the "Friends of the Dunes" project aligned with 

"Trees for Life" and support from Nicolle Flint. Seacliff has also signed an MOU with 

SLSA for the "Beach Warriors" competition in early 2021, but we await COVID-19 
outcomes and other developments.  

So as you may see, Seacliff is working tirelessly to connect with our major 

stakeholders - the COMMUNITY. I have built a diagram below to show just how many 
areas we are engaging with. It is quite impressive, and we continue to work with all 

levels of government to promote your club. I believe a very impressive young member 

will take up the reins of president after I have stepped down after filling in during this 
time of great distress and great expectations, generally speaking. 

 

Dr Glen Patten OAM 

President 
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Recognition and Competition Awards Winners for 2019/20 
 
Best All Round Club Person Derek Bawden 

Most Efficient Patrol Person Peter Taylor 

President’s Trophy Amanda Luetolf and Tanya Evans 

Captain’s Trophy John Higgins 

Coach of the Year Bly Bayliss 

The Oarsman Award Peter Taylor 

The IRB Award Emma Visser 

Best Competitor(s) at Surf Rescue Championships Andrew Chapman 

Best Open performance at carnivals Tom May 

Best U19 performance at carnivals Timothy Blyzno 

Best U17 performance at carnivals Nat Drummond and Cloe Griffiths 

Best Youth performance at carnivals Katie Natt and Keenan Gray 

Best Masters Performance at State Titles Matt Collopy 

 
We were excited to be presented with the Champion Club 

pennants for Ski, Board, Beach and Youth R&R events. 

 

We were second in the Carnival Premiership Cup with a score 
of 1136.1. West Beach were third with a score of 973.75. 

(Grange were first). 
 

 

A huge congratulations to the following Surf Life Saving SA Sports Awards 2019/2020 

recipients: 

Senior Carnival Medal – Under 14 – Female – 3rd Katie Natt 

Senior Carnival Medal – Under 15 – Male – 1st Keenan Gray 

Senior Carnival Medal – Under 17 – Male – 3rd Nathaniel Drummond 

Senior Carnival Medal – Open – Male – 2nd Tom May 

Senior Carnival Medal – Masters – Female – 1st Jo Goulder 

Senior Carnival Medal – Masters – Female – 2nd Amanda Luetolf 

Senior Carnival Medal – Masters – Female – 3rd Sarah Warriner 

Summer State Championships Medal – Masters Male – 4th Brendan Collopy 

Summer State Championships Medal – Masters Male – 6th Matt Collopy 

Summer State Championships Medal – Masters Male – 7th Justin Needham 
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Sponsorship & Grants Subcommittee Report 2019-20 
The Seacliff SLSC would like to acknowledge the subcommittee of John Godwin, Jeff 

Strachan, Deb Jamieson, Ben Bedford, Glen Evans and Glen Patten for working on 

supplying your club with new gear and sponsorship support during these tough times. 
Gareth Gray has also been invaluable working with sponsors and grant writing and has 

put in a large application to COSBOA Small Business Relief Fund. Unfortunately, due to 

work commitments and health issues, John had to resign mid-season, but not after 

securing the key deals with our major sponsors. 
 

 

 

 

As reported, a key development for the club was the leasing of the Toyota 4WD Hilux. Driven by 

Jeff, CMI Toyota gave a major discount on the vehicle and Brighton Lions have formed a partnership 

with us and will pay the major hunk of the lease deal for at least the next 3 years. Lions also gave 

us a cheque for $920 from the Santa Sleigh cake drive. The car will be wrapped soon and we 

welcome companies to come on board. Caddle Crach has pledged support for the 4WD and will fully 
restore our trailer BBQ donated by the Seacliff Beach Hotel Social Club and undergo other vehicle 

maintenance. 

To assist in starting the Pop-Up down stairs coffee operation we thank the Government of Australia 

for JobKeeper and a Small Business COVID-19 Support Grant. We have signed up Galipo food 
suppliers moving forward driven by Greig Milne. 

RAA travel through Kristie Meier become a Gold Sponsor supplying us with rescue boards. 

Greg Reeve of WeekEnds Surf Co also ran a good fun raiser and become a club supporter. 

We are working to achieve major support for a new surf boat. 

We would also like to particularly acknowledge our major Platinum sponsors in Trent Mansfield of 

Wilsons Security and John & Bec Stronnar for their ongoing support. Tom and Ferne Van der Jeugd 

have signed up again as Gold sponsors as Seaview Plumbing and we acknowledge their long term 

commitment to Seacliff SLSC. 
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Major grants from the Australian Government (Nicolle Flint) and City of Holdfast Bay Mayor, Amanda 
Wilson) paid for the new Tower and Patrol Base. 

The Sponsorship and Grants subcommittee have left no opportunity pass that could support surf life 

saving and our Bistro operations during this tough time and spend a lot of energy acquitting these 
grants. 
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We ran our third season with Suneden Specialist School, that unfortunately was cut a bit short due 

to the virus.  

Assisted by funding from the Federal Government and SLSA, Seacliff ran the first Silver Salties 

program coordinated by Jacinta and the Two-Terrys and is a major success, recognised at the 

national SLS level.  

Due to One School Global and the Universal Charitable Fund we purchased a second water 

wheelchair and foam/fibre boards for our disabled visitors and patrol. 

We acknowledge the support over the past 4 years from Anvers Wines who are still a club supporter. 

Please support all our supporters and sponsors whenever you can, especially our local crew in these 
tough times. 

                          

John Godwin (Vice-President) 

Dr Glen Patten (President) 
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Club Captain Report Bly Bayliss 2019/2020 

Yet again, it’s been an honour and privilege to be Club Captain for this great 

club, Seacliff. I have been Club Captain on and off over the years, and every 

time I am elected to the role, the responsibilities change somewhat. I love 

being involved in every aspect of the club and as Captain, this role allows me 
to be part of all club related activities. This year has provided a range of 

challenges which I have done my best to work through, to ensure a positive 
outcome has been reached for our surf club and our members. 

This season has generally been a highly successful and 

productive one.  Despite the impact of Covid, both 

Senior and Junior divisions of the club, have worked well 

together and have achieved so much. Clearly there 
have been restrictions that have meant an absence of 

states and nationals, but prior to this we have had some 

excellent results. Shauna as Junior Chairperson has 

worked tirelessly alongside her very supportive 
committee, to ensure the smooth running of all things 

junior related on Saturdays. Having Justin as a second 

Junior coach has worked perfectly, ensuring all nippers 

have the support and encouragement they need. It’s 
been wonderful to see new families welcomed to our club, often socialising on a Saturday back at 
the member’s beach bar. 

The patrolling subcommittee has encountered a challenging season after the position of Vice Captain 
of Patrols became vacant. Mitch and Derek stepped up and into this role and have done a stellar job 

in ensuring the standards of our patrols, WWCC, together with developing new booklets that they 

worked on together with the subcommittee. Thankyou also to Dale and the subcommittee for their 

input into the booklet. Derek and Mitch are working together, being proactive in identifying the needs 
of our patrolling members and the community. 

Downstairs, in the member’s beach bar, has seen a vibrant and relaxed 
atmosphere with a steady turnover of patronage throughout Saturday 

afternoons and special events. Thanks to those who have assisted each 

week in maintaining this highly valued part of our surf club. A very special 

thank you to Vic, who has worked tirelessly every Saturday throughout 
the season serving behind the bar. We must ensure that this area is 
continued to be devoted to our club members, their families and friends.  

Our secretary Tanya has done an outstanding job again this season 
attending to all things club related. Her role as secretary is highly complex 

and time consuming, but she always does each task meticulously and 

with great efficiency. Her communication throughout all areas has ensured all members are always 

up to speed with information they need to know relating to their particular areas. Each year this role 
becomes more complex with a seemingly never-ending paper trail. This year’s complex task of 

ensuring all necessary members had their WWCC was massive and Tanya’s passion to complete 

set tasks was outstanding. We can be proud that we were leaders in this field. Well done Tanya on 
a fantastic effort. 

Kristie, as communications officer has maintained open communication via the weekly newsletters 

and updates of events and information. She has spent many hours ensuring that members are well 

informed and know exactly what’s going on. Thankyou Kristie for your efforts in this area. The bits 
and pieces is always informative and reflective of what’s been happening at the club. 
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In relation to our instructional area, Ash and his team have committed an enormous amount of time 
and energy into training and assessing a huge number of new award recipients.  His role in 

instruction is big and he has helped so many members gain new awards.  Changes in the 

management of proficiencies worked well. Congratulations to Ash on his awards and new role on 
the SLSSA Education Advisory Committee. Thankyou Ash for all your hard work in this valued area. 

Our competition areas are continually improving, 

and it was great to see the club’s overall 

successes both at senior and junior levels at 
carnivals. Taking out the Masters was a goal for 

me and I was thrilled to encourage the 

competition from many former clubbies to be part 

of this 90th year of competition within our club. A 
huge thanks to all coaches in their respective 

areas, for the time and commitment they always 

put in, to ensure athletes and competitors 

compete and achieve their full potential. Tom has 
done an amazing job of competition coordinator, 

spending countless hours entering and organising teams for carnivals, with the help and knowledge 

of Amanda to guide him. The boat area has continued to thrive under the guidance and positivity 

from Ben and his teams. It’s been fabulous to see so many crews training and competing and 
achieving the results they have worked towards. R and R, once again has been outstanding in their 

competition. We managed to get the R and R states completed within the season, pre Covid and 

Seacliff was outright winners. Thanks to 

Popey, Deb, Robyn, Hayley and Glen 
for their continued efforts in maintaining 

such a highly skilled team. It was also 

great to see us getting teams together 

both in the Patrol Comp and First Aid 
with successful results at states. 
Congratulations everyone. 

Having Amanda step into the treasurer’s 
role together with Cory as our 

accountant, has helped us see a clear 

picture of where we stand financially.  

Thank you to Amanda for her tireless 
efforts in managing our money and 

ensuring clarity and tracking of funds is 

documented well. Congratulations 

Amanda on surviving a tumultuous season with many obstacles that you have successfully 
completed. Money raised within a surf club is never easy and thank you to the Social and Fundraising 

committee headed up by Vicki to get behind all our initiatives. Grants applied for and won have been 

a tremendous boost to our finances as well and I commend Glen, Gareth and the finance committee 
on their highly successful work. We are sitting in a strong financial position. 

I would also like to acknowledge the work that Rob Klima has done over the many years looking 

after the downstairs area. He has done an outstanding job of ensuring everything is cleaned 

thoroughly, is well maintained and looking great for all members to use.  Thankyou Rob for your 
tireless efforts in this area. Thank you to Deb and Sharyn who have continued taking on this role 
after Rob has “retired”. 
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Jacinta’s role in youth coordinator has resulted in 

some new and successful initiatives. She has 

developed a very cohesive and strong group of 
youth who we encourage to remain within our club. 

The Silver Salties programme adopted and 

encouraged by Seacliff has been very successful. 

Thankyou Terry Keeffe, Cliffy and Terry Crabb 
along with Jacinta for their efforts in promoting this 
programme.  

I would also like to thank all Officials who give up 
their time to do this job voluntarily throughout the 

season. We all know without the Officials, carnivals 

just wouldn’t happen, and no competition would be 
able to take place. A HUGE thanks to each and every one of you. 

 

Some noticeable improvements and projects have been completed 

recently at the club. The downstairs ladies’ toilets and changerooms, 

the grassed area out the front on the beach side, the bistro kitchen 

renovation, new upstairs furniture, new bistro flooring, along with the 
much-needed restoration of the upstairs balcony and ceiling. These 

projects have been guided by myself, John Higgins and his company 

INCA, with the assistance of Glen Evans, Gary Kidd, Tom VJ,  

Andrew Twining, Shaune Amber, Tim Salman and many youth 
helpers. 

Finally, I would like to say what a great feel the club has at the 

moment. This season has been complex and at times demanding 
both physically and mentally. Covid has certainly tested us at 

management level, with many hours of meetings, discussions and 

decisions made to ensure the safety of everyone. With a continuing 

turnover of upstairs staff, many new members who have joined and 
lots of opportunities created by all committees, it’s great to come 

down to the club every day again and see all those faces who, as a 
team, make up SEACLIFF SLSC.  I’m very proud to be your Captain. 

Thank you to everyone who has supported me, believed in me and 
made my job a little easier. I love this club. 

 

Bly Bayliss - Club Captain 
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Secretary’s Report 

Memberships 

Our membership continued to 

grow this season with an 

increase of 20 members, bringing 
our total number of members to 

760.  

 

Although the number of 
Associate Memberships only increased by 3, we 

were on track to see a huge increase. With the 

Bistro closing at the end of March due to the 

COVID-19 restrictions, there was no ability to 
sign new members.  

 

The Junior category saw an increase of 7 and the Active category saw an increase of 19 members. 

 

 
 
We had 228 members who did not renew this season. This number improved from last season (232). 

Last season we had 15 members transfer out and 20 transfer into our Club. This season we saw no 

transfer outs and 24 transfer ins. A great improvement overall however there is an opportunity in 
2020/2021 to improve member retention and survey non-returning members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Government Sports Vouchers 

The Government Sports Vouchers were used again however this year the Voucher increased from 

$50 value to $100.  Last season we had 92 redeemed however this season we only had 58 which is 
disappointing. We will need to drive this more in 2020/2021. It’s a point of difference between our 
Club and others as some do not accept the Voucher. 

Working with Children Checks 

The Government of SA introduced a new law from July 2019, where people working or 

volunteering with Children must have a Working with Children Check (wwcc). Our club has 285 
current wwcc’s recorded. This number includes all members over the age of 14 who patrols, 

officiates, is on a Committee or regularly volunteers in any capacity at the club. Thank you to 

SLSSA for their help in registering our wwcc’s in SurfGuard and a huge thank you to our members 
for their help in ensuring this new law was abided by.  
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Personal highlights and thanks 

Seacliff SLSC had another fantastic season and although it ended very differently than expected, 
there were so many highlights.  

It seems so long ago but remember these events from 2019/2020? 

 

Tower Opening 

 

 

 

 
  Our stall at Seaview Downs Primary School 

 
 

 

 

A salute to our firefighters battling the  

horrific fires in SA, NSW and Victoria 

 

 

 

    Junior carnival at Seacliff 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An exclusive shopping night 

at Weekends Surf Co 

 

 

 

     One of the ‘wellbeing’ sessions held at the Club 
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We won first prize in the SA Surf League event at Glenelg and we held a fundraiser for 

Mallacoota SLSC who’s surf club was destroyed in the summer bushfires. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the second year we held the Ron Brooks Memorial Swim. Over 70 people swam, a dozen people 

provided water cover and another dozen volunteered with set up, cooking, making special coffees 
and pack up.  Lori Chandler was the winner of the Ron Brooks Memorial Swim trophy. 

 

 

Thank you 

Thanks to everyone on the Management Committee and the Junior Sub-Committee for their help 

and support and for the endless hours they contribute to making this such a great Club. We have 
such amazing, passionate and inclusive members, it makes our Club unique.  

Rob Klima, Deb Jamieson and Sharyn Paris you did an awesome job of looking after downstairs.  

Thanks Kate Keeffe, Ali Casement and Anne Fraser for looking after the merchandise again this 
year.  

Thanks to Annette Hollitt and Amanda Luetolf for capturing photos of events and carnivals. 

A huge thanks to Vicki and Bly for stocking and opening up the bar every Saturday afternoon, and 
often after carnivals. Such a great casual and friendly atmosphere. 

As always, a special thank you to Jeremy for his support.  

Looking forward to a great season in 2020/21.  

Tanya Evans 

Secretary 
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Under 11 – Under 15 Rescue & Resuscitation (“R & R”) - 2019/20 Season 

Our past season finished with awesome results by all our competitors. Unlike a lot of our other surf 

lifesaving events we were one of the fortunate groups who managed to reap the rewards of our hard 

work at State Titles and even had a morning tea to celebrate the season past as a team. Knowing 

how the weeks have unfolded since makes me truly 
grateful for that achievement alone. 

We are extremely fortunate at Seacliff to have an 

extraordinary R & R coaching team of Darryl Pope, Glen 
Patten, Deb Lasscock and Hayley Hosking. They have 

all given up a considerable amount of their own time to 

provide expert coaching to our teams. In addition, both 

Henry Vaughan and I are becoming more involved in 
providing coaching to support our juniors. 

R & R is a great team event that focuses on teamwork, 
discipline and lifesaving skills. These are all skills which 

will serve our budding lifesavers well into the future. Our competitors have a lot to remember in any 

given event and they all did themselves proud. Their hard work was rewarded with rapid 
development and consistent efforts.  

R & R Winter Training continued this season for Under 11’s to Under 

15’s and as the weeks progressed our numbers increased. As in the 

previous season this extra training over the winter months allowed time 
for our teams to refine their skills in resuscitation so by the time the 

season commenced in October, they already had a good understanding 
of the event. Huge thanks for Deb and Hayley for leading this training. 

Whilst our competitors trained hard, we also took a break to enjoy our 

time together and a strong team bond developed. Our achievements 

were celebrated along the way and before long our teams did Seacliff 
proud. 

In February, Henry took his girls, Arabella and Winsome, to compete in 

NSW States. They received fantastic results and high praise from 

several other competitors.  A much-deserved compliment to Henry, 
Arabella, Winsome and the coaching team. Competing interstate may 

be something we can develop further as a Club by taking other 
competitors in the years to come. 

 

Our SA R & R State Title results speak for 
themselves with an outstanding achievement by all 
our Under 11 to Under 15 competitors in February. 

Seacliff entered a record fourteen (14) teams in the 
Under 11 to Under 15 age groups in State Titles. All 
teams should be proud of themselves with the 
following teams successful in earning points for the 
Club. 
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SA State Title Results were: 

 

Under 15 2 Person:  4th Place  

Natalie Hecker & Abi Salman 

6th Place 

Jack Bawden, Keenan Gray 

 

Under 15 5 Person:  1st Place – Gold Medal 

Natalie Hecker, Niamh Keogh, Abi Salman, Olivia Thompson and 

Tamara James  

 

Under 13 2 Person:  1st Place – Gold Medal 

    Rosie Davies & Lily Jessup 

2ND Place – Silver Medal 

Darci Symonds & Ashley Brice 

3rd Place – Bronze Medal 

Arabella Vaughan & Winsome Vaughan 

5th Place  

Sophie Scrivener & Emily Todd 

 

Under 13 5 Person:  3rd Place – Bronze Medal 

Rosie Davies, Lily Jessup, Sophie Scrivener, Arabella Vaughan & 

Winsome Vaughan 

 

Under 11 2 Person:  2nd Place – Silver Medal 

Phoebe Warriner & Grace Adams 

5th Place  

    Ella Caust & Tia Tohu 

 

On a personal note I would like to say a huge thanks to our R & R families, our coaches and our 

competitors. I am extremely proud to be part of this team. The hard work, commitment and 
knowledge of all involved is a true asset to the Club 

Looking forward to season 2020/21 to see what is yet to come and to welcoming new competitors 
into the R & R team. 

 

Robyn Hecker 
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Youth Report – Season 2019 - 20 
 
The youth members are the future leaders of Seacliff SLSC & the surf lifesaving 
movement, we are aiming to provide opportunities for them to learn & develop new 
skills to become better surf lifesavers & importantly contributors to their local 
community. 
 
Season 2019/20 started with a trip to the Gold Coast to train with Gavin Hill & the BMD 
Northcliffe squad with the intention of developing skills in the surf, some team bonding & giving the 
kids a chance to train where they might compete at Aussies. This year there was a group of 12 youth 
from Seacliff and it was a great way to start the season.  
Several of the squad went on the trip last year & there 
were a few new faces excited to get some experience. It 
was a challenging week of training, unfortunately the 
beaches were all closed that week due to big swell, 
however that gave us the opportunity to train on the 
canals, a road trip to Mooloolaba for some waves was fun, 
we had a pool rescue training session with the coach of 
the Australian squad, running & fitness sessions & early 
morning swimming every day.  This trip was fantastic, 
exhausting, fun & great to see the kids getting out of their 
comfort zone, interacting with the squad from BMD 
Northcliffe, improving their skills & training hard.  The group also developed their independence, 
undertook some cooking & cleaning (the skills were varied) & there was certainly lots of laughing 
that week.  Big shout out to Ben Spencer who towed the trailer & drove around with us and to Bly for 
organising the training, sharing his knowledge & encouraging the group to embrace the experiences. 
 

When Open Day came around there was a squad of new SRC’s 
really keen to get onto the beach in the uniform.  This season we 
welcomed several new members to the Stormies squad at Seacliff 
SLSC & they were all encouraged into the squad & took the 
opportunities presented. 
 
The new SRC’s were keen to get onto patrols and enjoyed putting 
the new skills they had learnt into practice, becoming part of the 
Seacliff Patrol team & volunteering to patrol the beach.  Several 
Stormies also helped out with water cover at junior carnivals & at 
junior training sessions throughout the season, all adding to their 
experience. 

 
Several members of our Youth squad volunteered to help out with the JDRF Christmas Day in 
December which they all enjoyed. 
 
Seacliff was well represented in the youth age group of under 14 & under 15s at all carnivals that 
were held & also at the State Titles events that were run.  We had good participation rates & personal 
achievements showing the training & effort paid off. 
 
This season the Saturday training sessions has seen greater input from the Stormies on what training 
they wanted to do. The sessions were influenced by the weather & who attended with some 
consideration given to what events were coming up.  We worked on fitness & improving their skills 
as well as having fun and playing some games.  Giving the squad the opportunity for input into the 
way they wanted to train, it was great to see the group engaging in the activities, having fun on the 
beach & a real commitment to the Saturday sessions.  We introduced some ski training sessions for 
the Under 15s, encouraged everyone to try new events & develop their skills & most importantly, 
continue to achieve their best. 
 
The squad are all proud to be part of the Stormies crew, take part in the patrols & pull on their Seacliff 
gear. 
 
This season we had a very diverse group, which has added to the fun and experiences of the whole 
group. 
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It has been fantastic to be involved with the Stormies & I look forward to seeing the continued 
development around the club over the next few years.  There is a bunch of great kids on the beach 
at Seacliff & we should be proud of them all.  Good luck in the future. 
 
Jacinta Day – Youth Coordinator 
 

  
Helping out with the BBQ at Open Day   Saturday Training 

 

  

Seacliff Girls at the Christies Beach Carnival  Saturday boards on the beach  

 

Under 15s ski training session 
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Surf Race Report – 2019 / 2020 Season 

 

Well this season was certainly unique not only because of the last two Surf 
Races being cancelled due to COVID-19, but also one cancelled & one 

shortened following shark sightings, and one more cancelled owing to poor 

water quality following a particularly nasty storm. Having said that, we still 

managed to run 16 full Surf Races for the season, which isn’t bad 
considering. 

 

Fully exploiting my penchant for overseas holidays, I was in New Zealand for the first four Surf Races. 

My mind was totally at ease however, because Nita & Greg Natt dexterously filled my sandy thongs 
while I was away. It was very comforting to know that a couple of extremely competent people were 

taking care of everything Surf Race wise. 

 

As always, Cliff Joseph steadfastly took his position at the northern end of the beach with stopwatch 
in hand, making sure that all swimmers have their correct time. 

 

So once more, many thanks to Nita, Greg & Cliff. 

 
Although this was a very disruptive season, we still managed to attract 133 swimmers to the Saturday 

4:15pm special. Over 40% of swimmers fitted in to the Over 50’s & Juniors (20% each), with all of 

the other categories very well represented. It was especially encouraging to see the Under 15’s & 

Under 17’s groupings with some terrific numbers.  
 

There were a number of categories where the trophy was awarded to clear winners, but there were 

also a few such as the Over 50’s, Juniors, Open Female & Under 15’s where winners were separated 

by a single point, and a couple where the trophy was shared – similar to those who have taken 
trophies home in the past, success is all about consistency … just turn up every week and give it all 

you’ve got. 

 

The weekly Surf Race is distinctive where it is one of a few, if not the only, Club event where every 
active member can compete next to each other in a friendly, good natured manner. 

 

Finally, thanks to every swimmer who took to the surf this season – your sportsperson like behaviour 

and encouraging nature towards your fellow swimmers, personally makes this weekly event a 
pleasure. 

 

Ken Bell - Surf Race Coordinator 
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Celebrating 40 years of women in Surf Life Saving at Seacliff SLSC 

1980-2020 
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Celebrating 40 years of women in Surf Life Saving at Seacliff SLSC 

1980-2020 
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Member’s Representative Report 2019/2020 

Another year has come to an end and it’s always hard to believe how time 

flies by so fast. This club has, and always will, play a huge part in my life, as 

it has for well over 40 years now. It’s always great to be part of our club’s 

Management Committee and represent you, the members in a variety of 
ways.  

This season brought much excitement, as it was the beginning of our very 

special year of celebrations for our 90Th year of our wonderful club. Together 
with the Social and Fundraising committee, a new 90th Committee was formed, which I had the 

pleasure of chairing. Both these small, but hard-working committees, drove some new and exciting 
ideas to celebrate this very important milestone within our club. More on that later in the report! 

“Sunday sessions” were re-introduced by us upstairs where, on 

the first Sunday of each month, we hired an artist to entertain those 

who popped in for a drink, an afternoon meal or a sunset drink. 
We enjoyed a range of acoustic, pop, and jazz sessions which 

were diverse and of a very high calibre. Everyone enjoyed the 

background sessions, which still allowed for group conversation, 

but was lively enough for a good bop as well. This has been going 
for almost a year now in its new format, as “Sunday Sesh”, and 

our new upstairs manager will take over this now as part of his 
role. 

In September we had a fantastic SPRING wine tour. Three buses 

were filled with eager clubbies and their friends, ready to take on the Southern Vales wineries. After 

a bumpy beginning and some staggered starts by the buses, we visited three individual wineries in 

McLaren Vale, finally meeting up at the end of the day all together down south. It was a great day 
with lots of good memories made, beautiful wines and food tasted and plenty of sore heads the next 
day. Thank you to everyone who supported this fabulous day. 

Saturday afternoon drinks, downstairs in the member’s bar, have again contributed to thousands of 
dollars being raised over the Summer season. Each week the bar had a great casual feel with 

members coming straight off the sand to grab a beer and relax. Stocking supplies, shopping, 

cleaning and working behind the bar are all jobs that just don’t happen, 

time is taken, and people spend hours each week ensuring the bar is 
stocked and ready for thirsty members after the surf race. Thank you 
to everyone who has helped out in the downstairs bar area. 

People’s Choice raffle was organised a little later than in previous years 
and the club raised a total of just under $8000. The boaties helped 

enormously with this and that was appreciated greatly. Selling tickets 

and keeping track of those people who have books is a huge task.  

$8000 is a large amount of cash and is always needed to help buy craft 
and club equipment. We are hoping to continue our association with 

this community raffle again next season. Thank you again to those 

members who took on books, sold tickets and encouraged others to do 
so. A great team effort! 

During the Summer, we organised a whole club photo to be taken in 

front, downstairs on the sand. A drone was brought in to capture the 
formation of a giant 90 sign made up of all the nipper age groups and 

other club members. It was a great sight to see everyone collaborating 
to form the sign as a celebration to the Summer of our 90th year. 
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After the devastating fires across 
Australia during the Summer, we ran a 
fundraiser, in conjunction with the 
Keeffe and Casement clan, to raise 
some funds to support the township of 
Mallacoota which was completely 
burnt out. It was a great success with 
raffles, auctions and food for sale, with 
all proceeds going towards helping 
Mallacoota get a much-needed new 
club and lifesaving equipment. Both 
families did an amazing job to help 
raise loads of cash to help this place 
so close to the families' hearts. Thanks 
to everyone for supporting this 
fundraiser. It was a huge success. 
 
 

 
Another great initiative was a fabulous night held at the 
club to support Men's Mental Health. Rory Laird was our 
guest speaker, alongside our own Murray Drummond, who 
enlightened all who were there about the importance of a 
positive mind set and how important it is to be aware of 
building strong relationships and positive male role 
models. The club was packed, a great meal deal was 
included and a "can shake" was really successful. We 
raised some great funds through raffles and auctions as 
well and all this went towards men's mental health. Thank 
you to members and friends who were able to support this 
night. 
 
Our newly formed 90th committee planned and organised a fantastic February cocktail party for 

approximately 140 guests upstairs at the club. It was a great night with music, dignitaries, speeches 

and all-round festivities, that saw the club pumping like the “good ‘ol days”. The theme was “cocktail 

dress” where drinks flowed, delicious finger food was served, dancing was memorable, and everyone 
had a ball. We also managed to raise several thousand dollars in tickets, raffles and silent auctions. 
It was the perfect opening celebration for our 90th year. 
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As March came along, so did COVID, which had a huge impact on our club and its function. As 

everyone knows, rules were put into place by the authorities, social distancing became the norm and 

handwashing was endless. As Covid ramped up, our club was forced into shut down both upstairs 

in the bistro, as well as all downstairs operations. Our social and 90th years committees were put on 
hold, as were some of our planned events. We were not able to run our annual BIG club lottery which 

we had planned to change slightly in format. We also had plans for a “100 club” fundraiser and other 

events. Despite Covid putting its spell on us, we will hold onto these ideas and hopefully implement 
them as part of our upcoming new season. 

As Member’s Rep, one of my other responsibilities has continued to be to organise and manage the 

volunteers for our upstairs bar and bistro. Whether its pouring drinks, running out meals, washing 
dishes or wiping down tables, every person does an amazing task, doing their bit to help out. 

Especially of late where COVID has meant extra cleaning, monitoring numbers and moving on 

groups when needed. The club must recognise and value these members who provide their hours 

voluntarily, which means we as a club, save thousands of dollars each year on paid staff wages.  
Some volunteers have been providing this service since the bistro opened upstairs after the new top 

storey was complete. Each year, we lose some volunteers, but in saying that we also gain newbies 

as well. It’s been great to see many new juniors join our team as well this season. A huge thanks to 

all those who help keep the bar and bistro running so smoothly, especially those, who have done 
this for many years now. I would like to thank those long serving members who have “retired” from 
this volunteer role after many years of service. A HUGE thanks. 

Just recently whilst the club was closed due to COVID, Bly and John 
spent dozens of hours during their weekends to grind back the poles 

and surrounding rusted areas outside under the upstairs and downstairs 

balconies to retreat and paint them. This was timely and productive in 

the off season…..one positive result of us being closed! Many thanks to 
both Bly and John for identifying this need, taking it on and rejuvenating 
this area for all members to enjoy. 

On October 24, we are still planning to hold our 90th Year formal dinner 
off site at the Grand Chancellor Hotel. We are hoping by then Covid 

restrictions will be further eased to allow us to have a HUGE 
celebration….time will tell! 

Next month, August 15, will see our Presentation night being held 

upstairs under current Covid restrictions. As I type this report, we are in the planning stages, hoping 

we can fill the space, enjoy the celebrations and work within the limitations. As numbers will be 

possibly reduced, it will have a slightly different feel than our normal presentation nights. Despite 
this, we are looking forward to it in celebrating the wonderfully diverse achievements of our club 
members. 

In concluding, I would like to thank all those members who have offered to help out in so many 

different ways. It’s all valued and appreciated, and our club would not be as it is without everyone 

doing what they can.  Special thanks to the Social and Fundraising team together with the 90th 

Committee who helped behind the scenes to make many of these events a success…Brenda, 
Shauna, Glen, Deb, Sarah H, Sharyn, Leila, Alan, Glen, Kristie, Becky, Kate, Jeremy, Zayn, Kirsten, 

Todd and Lori. Thank you all for your fabulous efforts. I look forward to another fabulous season to 
continue the 90th celebrations. 

Thankyou everyone and yes, Pammo…we still miss you greatly. 

Vicki Gregory - Member’s Rep, Chair Social and Fundraising, Chair 90th Committee 
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Commercial Report 2020 

This year has been about change, learning and adapting. Alison Martin moved on 

to bigger and better things early on and we wish her all the luck and success. In the 

search for a new helm to our Bistro, Nigel Searle and Tara Pollard really stepped 

up and looked after the day to day running of the Business alongside Amanda 
Luetolf volunteering to handle our function bookings. Huge thanks to these 3 for 
stepping into those shoes without hesitation and doing a great job.  

We welcomed our new catering manager Greig Milne into the fold in November and he was thrown 
straight into the deep end with the summer trade taking it in his stride. During a busy summer with 

plenty of functions Greig has streamlined our function packages and menus, which now include a 

market fish of the day. He commissioned a larger coffee machine in a new location for quicker service 
and has revamped our drinks list with new local wines and craft beers. Great job Greig! 

With the new function packages in place we were booked up nearly every weekend and had excellent 

feedback from clients and guests alike. We had a successful Christmas party season, with guests 
re-booking for next year! Work is already underway on developing our Christmas offer for next year.  

We also said goodbye to ‘In the Seen’ and have replaced it with ‘Sunday Sessions’. This is an 

acoustic afternoon featuring local artists to compliment the environment on a Sunday. Many thanks 
and praise go to Vicki and Bly for starting this off and engaging artists.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The business operation would not be what it is without all our great staff and volunteers. We retain 
many of our bistro team members with a few of them turning 18 and making the leap onto the bar. 

Riley and Jenna are now licensed to serve alcohol, as well as serve great coffees! Cameron Lindsay 

made the transition from volunteer to team member and has flourished in the role, his in-depth 

knowledge of our wine and beer offer allows him to offer great selections to our customers. We 
welcome back Malyssa who has made a return after a break to focus on her family. Lori, Cassie and 

Tom continue to provide a strong presence among the team with Maisie now spending time in the 

kitchen and café and showing a keen interest in learning more about the hospitality industry. Ella 

and Charlee have cemented themselves in the bistro and are their happiest and friendliest during 
the busy weekend services…. their coffees constantly get rave reviews! Many thanks must go to our 

volunteers who often are there week in, week out - Ruth / Rob K / Georgie / Ethan / Mary / Robyn / 

Meredith / Jeff and all the rest. Once again big appreciation to Vicki for rounding them up! Special 

mention and thanks must go to Amanda who tirelessly ploughs through our accounts/finances and 
Kristie who is the constant driving force behind our social media and communication updates. Further 
thanks go out to everyone else involved in the commercial operation of our club. 
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The year started with so much promise, a busy summer and plenty of functions, new manager, 
revamped menu and drinks lists. Cue Covid-19. A very challenging and tough time for everyone 

working behind the scenes. All functions were cancelled for the year (some luckily postponing) and 

the bistro eventually closed for 7 weeks. With legislation changing daily, the team were constantly 
on the front foot trying to adapt.  

We trialled a Pop-Up café, which received very positive feedback 

from customers and members. The learnings from this are now 

being evaluated and we are looking at ways we can incorporate 
this into the summer season. During our closure we took the 

initiative to get up to date on some maintenance. The floor in the 

kitchen has been levelled and a new non-slip epoxy resin floor 

installed. We have had the kitchen, bistro, hallway and toilets re-
painted with some repairs and paint to the balcony. Plans are 

underway for the front and back facades with new signage 
coming soon.  

 

New chairs and tabletops have been put in ready for summer 2020 
along with flags and A-frame signs to increase our communications. 

A new fryer in the kitchen is being installed to allow us to focus on 

the ‘Best Fish & Chips’ in the area…. stay tuned for this! With the 

doors now open and the restrictions lifting we are beginning to see 
trade increase and the function enquiries have started up again with 
the phone once again ringing. The future is looking bright again.  

 

 

We look forward to seeing all of you in the next few months.  

 

Many Thanks,  

 

Alex Wood 

Business Liaison Officer 
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Darryl John Pope OAM  

 

The Seacliff SLSC is delighted to acknowledge that one of its 

favourite sons in Darryl Pope, was awarded with the Medal of the 
Order of Australia (OAM) in this year's Queen's Birthday 2020 

Honours List. The citation reads: "For service to surf life saving, and 

to music education". You may know that as well as being a 

distinguished music teacher and holding many voluntary 
administrative roles in music, Darryl is an accomplished trumpet 

player. One of his recent delights was to play with the legendary 
jazz band, Gumbo Ya! Ya!.  

Darryl started his lifesaving career in 1967 in the first nipper intakes 

at the age of 12. So, in that 50 years of service to Seacliff SLSC, 

Darryl has become an assessor and official, R&R and march past 

coach, and as well as many years on committee, held the position 
of president for 5 seasons and is a club life member. Darryl was our 

first coach to train a senior R&R team to a bronze medal at the 

Aussie Titles at Gold Coast in 2017. His U17 R&R team also won 
a bronze! 

At a state level, Darryl was the Chief Carnival Referee for 5 years and a Director of Competition for 

4 years and is the state R&R Referee. Darryl has chaired the SLSSA Awards and Recognition panel 

for 5 years. Darryl was recognised as the "Official of the Year" in 2016 and was elevated to state life 
member in 2009. 

On the national stage, Darryl is a member of the National Awards and Recognition Panel and 
officiated in R&R for many years and has been the R&R Referee since 2015. 

The new Thundercat IRB is named the ‘Darryl Pope’ in his honour. 
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Chief Instructor’s Report 

This year, like numerous previous years, has seen Seacliff lead the way for 

the state in terms of member education. It has been a successful year with 

new training team members, new lifesavers and increased skills and 
qualifications. 

This season started with a group of new SRCs and young Bronze Medallion candidates achieving 

their qualifications. It is very satisfying to see the SRCs take that step from nippers to being able to 

demonstrate real lifesaving skills out on the beach and on patrol. Seeing them in their uniform for 
the first time instills confidence that the club and the movement are in good stance for the future. It 

is also great to see their maturity levels when it comes to the training and understanding their 
responsibilities in the yellow and red. 

I would, again, like to acknowledge the trainers that donate their time and effort to ensure the level 

of training delivered, and the opportunities they offer, are one of the best in the State. For those that 

do not realise, a bronze medallion award takes approximately six three-hour theory sessions, six 
three-hour water practical sessions, an internal four- hour assessment and a final two-hour external 

assessment. Meaning that each course takes more than 40 hours of training, all volunteer time. 

Consider as well that last season the training team delivered 1 SRC course, 3 Bronze Medallion 

courses, 2 Advanced resuscitation Techniques courses, 2 IRB crew courses, 1 IRB driver course 
and ATV courses. This is so we can ensure that our club can fulfill its requirements for patrol duties 
and make Seacliff beach a safe place for the community. 

The trainers that I would like to recognise are: 

 Mark Warriner 

 Karen Wilmot 

 Graham Mitchell 
 Zac Cowan 

 Sarah Harrington 

 Derek Bawden 

 Lisa Tregenza 
 Cassie Wilmot 

 

And all the water cover helpers that assist with water cover for our candidates.  Without these people 
it would simply not happen, and I am very grateful for their contribution. 

I would like to make special mention to our last squad of Bronze Medallion candidates that were 
unable to undertake their final assessment, as Covid hit us one week before the date. These 

candidates have undertaken all their training and internal assessments and will be back in action at 
the earliest opportunity to finally get their award. 

This year saw two Seacliff members achieve their Certificate 3 in Public Safety. Angus Higgins and 

Alyssa Wyatt were the first members of the club to achieve this award within the club. As well as 
learning some advanced lifesaving skills, it also gave them additional SACE points for year 12. 

Next season sees SLSA launch a fully digital version of the Bronze Medallion award, which will 

facilitate quality learning and candidate engagement. SLSA has invested significant funding and 

training to ensure that as an organisation, we are able to ensure quality training and member 
education for the future. 

The figures are outstanding, as a team we have awarded 64 awards, 12 soon to be awards and 195 

proficiencies assessed. It has been an intense year, with training affected at the end of the season, 
but the team is looking forward to 2020/2021 season and the opportunity to continue to support our 
members and community. 

Ash Clarke 

Chief Instructor 
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Awards achieved this year: 

 

SRC’s      BM: 

Mia  Bath   Katelyn Adams 

Gjsovaun Brijmohan   Riley  Adderley 

Chloe Davidson   Harry Bawden  

Mary Ellis   Courtney Christie 

Jarrod Gray   Jamie Clancy 

Natalie Hecker   Nadia Clancy 

Tamara James   Justin Clark 

Niamh Keogh   Chelsea Doyle 

Ruby  McCann   Jack Egan-Meier 

Henry McKinnon   Ethan Ellis 

Katie Natt   Liam Facci 

Mia Perkins   Keenan Gray 

Abi Salmon   John Higgins 

Sebastian Stephenson   Laura Hisgrove 

Olivia Thompson   Ashlee Hosking  

Dani Todoric   Joshua Hudson 

Ella Williams   Jianna Hudson 

    Mollie Jamieson 

IRB Crew Award   Robyn Kennare 

Harry Bawden   Conor Keogh 

Jack Egan-Meier   Xavier Luetolf 

Jai Maddern   Jai Maddern 

Aaron McMilllian   Brett Mannion 

Warren Symonds   Joe McKinnon 

    Aaron McMillan 

ARTC  Award   Arne Meyer 

Nat Drummond   Emma Moase 

Angus Higgins   Anne Morgenstern 

Laura Hisgrove   Joyce Nascimento de Andrade 

Ashlee Hosking    Jay Saville 

Jodie Lindsay   Mike Spurling (returning member) 

Fiona McMillian   Riley Strachan 

Kira Williams   Tim  Stuart 

    Blake Tisher 

    Mackensie Van der Jeugd 
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The soon to be Bronze Medallion Holders: 

Joe Chigwidden 

Hannah Deacon 

Georgia Farrent 

Lachlan Fordham 

Victoria Jarvis 

Tessa Langhans 

Florence Lourme 

Connor Mansell 

Gabriella Maxwell 

Scott Pannunzio 

Andy Raymond 

Ian Sawyer 
 

Training Officer awards: 

Cassie Wilmot – ARTC 

Graham Mitchell – Bronze award 

Derek Bawden – Bronze medallion trainers award, IRB crew award 

Sarah Harrington - Bronze medallion trainers award 
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Seacliff SLSC Junior Report 2019/2020 
 
Start strong, finish stronger! 
 
While this was our goal for the 2019/2020 season, unfortunately world events cut 
this short. Training was fierce, efforts were huge, and we were on track to go one 
step better than 2018/2019. It was great to see many families return for another 
season and meeting a large number of new families that joined our community. It 
gave me great pleasure every Saturday to watch the kids enjoy themselves on 
the beach no matter what the weather threw at them. 
 
Season Review 
 
2019 Winter Training 
Boards Saturday afternoons just before the sun sets. The water was “freezing” as most put it, 
including me, besides a squeal or two as feet went in and boards hit the water there was never any 
complaining.  Anthony worked the kids hard and it showed coming into the summer season. For 
those that were able to attend Anthony worked them very hard and this showed in the summer 
season.  The best thing about winter board training – the much-deserved hot showers at the end. 
 
 
Moana Training Weekend 

Our relationship with Moana continued with another weekend spent at their 
surf club.  
The weather was cold, wet and windy. The bad weather Friday evening took 
us to the Onkaparinga river for board training. I’m not sure if there was much 
board paddling going on, but more talking. 
Saturday, with no improvement in the weather, the waves were big and 
messy, but this didn’t stop many of the kids heading out to practice for some 
much-needed surf skills. 
I would like to mention a huge thank you to Rob Curullo and the rest of the 
Moana Surf Life Saving Club for being so accommodating and welcoming 
us back there for a second year 
It was great to see so many of our kids shaping friendships with the Moana 
kids. 

 
Carnival #1 – Seacliff! 
 
It was great to see a junior carnival back at 
Seacliff and I must say we are pretty good at 
hosting them. 
Firstly, thank you to all the volunteers that were 
there at 5.00am (some even earlier) to help set 
up and to the cooks, bakers, rakers, servers, 
runners, for making it run so smoothly. Not to 
forget all the background work done by the 
Management Committee to make it happen in 
the first place. 
Onto the nippers, the water was cold, but that 
didn’t stop many of them flying around the swim 
and board courses. Along with the sprints and 
flags all the Juniors got to see where they stood amongst their competitors. 
To the officials and water cover a massive thanks - a bit more about them later. 
We saw the first competition of the season for both R & R and March Past. All teams did so well and 
learnt where improvement was needed. 
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Carnival # 2 – Glenelg 
And finally, the weather turned nice for us! It was 
a hot summer day. The water was starting to 
warm up and the sand was burning our feet. It 
was a day where the officials wanted to be at the 
water’s edge. 
March Past was back on the beach with three 
Seacliff teams strutting their stuff in front of some 
proud parents and very proud coaches. 
There were many first timers at this carnival, and 
it seemed they all had a lot of fun and gained not 
only competition skills but confidence as well. 
 
 

 
Carnival #3 – Normanville 
We love a weekend away and Normanville are great 
hosts. The weather was back to being cold and rainy.   
Training on Saturday, the other clubs commented on 
how organised we are with both our kids and water 
cover. We were the only club that supplied our own 
water cover and ended up covering many of the other 
clubs. 
Sunday morning was overcast but this didn't deter the 
kids one bit, not even the jelly fish stings. The sun did 
come out in the afternoon which made the pontoon the 
place to be at the end of the carnival. 
 
Officials 
Officials are an integral part of carnivals. Each club are allocated a number of officials that are needed 
to supply at carnivals, if that number is not reached the club is unable to compete. Myself and all the 
competitors and their parents thank you for volunteering your time. As an official/parent quoted “it’s 
easier to officiate than it is to look after my child”. 
 
Photographers 
Thank you to Amber Strachan, Kristy McRae, Dee Hartvigsen and Amanda Luetolf. They spent the 
whole day capturing the images of our kids in action then spend endless hours editing and posting 
them, so all the parents have lasting memories for years to come. 
 
Water Cover 

To the weekly fluoro rash shirt 
wearers, IRB drivers and crew. 
I have said this previously, the 
weather was terrible yet 
alternate Saturday’s you head 
into the water to keep an eye 
on our kids and we thank you 
for that. Thank you to Tim 
Salman and Amber Strachan 

our water safety supervisors for directing your troops to where they 
were needed. To the same few that put their hand up to fulfil our water cover obligations at carnivals, 
thank you, like officials without you our kids would not be allowed to compete. 
 
A special thanks to Derek Bawden. You ask, he makes it happen. Whenever we needed an IRB, 
rescue boards and tubes, he organised them to be where they were needed. Never a hassle for him. 
Thank you Derek. 
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March Past 
It’s no secret that I love March Past. It plays an iconic role in our history and one of surf life saving’s 
original events. It was a slow start to the season but at least we had somewhere to start. Every 
carnival saw many improvements and I was getting very excited to see our teams on display at State 
Titles. Thank you to Mark Warriner for helping form our teams and keep the kids under control and 
a massive thank you to Darryl Pope, your knowledge of March Past is amazing, and you have taught 
both Mark and myself so much. 
 
Club Captains 
Good club captains lead, mentor, coach and challenge themselves to be better.  To Darci Symonds, 
Cooper Strachan, Tom Amber, Lucy Boyd, I thank you for your support and wonderful effort in 
aspiring to display these qualities. I wish you all well as you move into your next phase in your life 
saving journey. 
 
Season Ending 
I think we all shed a tear when the news came those few days before Day 1 of State Titles. To be 
held a Port Noarlunga, all the kids that were competing were pumped. Coming 2nd in Junior State 
titles the season before, we were definitely ready to tackle top spot. All the kids trained so hard 
throughout the season, many putting in extra hours just to get that competitive edge. But 
unfortunately, it was not to be. 
Day 2 and 3 was going to be spectacular, so much preparation had gone into hosting these two days 
(thank you to Tanya Evans (Secretary), Glen Patten (President), Bly Bayliss and Vicki Gregory), but 
is wasn't to be. Keeping in mind the health and safety of all Australians, events of more than 500 
were to be cancelled. 
Not to be completely deflated we ended the season with a small "Beach Olympics" with our Seacliff 
nippers, it wasn't the traditional State Titles, but the sun was out and there were lots of laughs. 
 

 
 
 
Age Group Leaders 
Thank you! The job of an AGL does not go unnoticed. They spend their Saturday afternoons (and 
more time behind the scenes) developing our kids life saving skills by coaching and encouraging 
them to do their best in all aspects of life saving.  It’s not uncommon for an AGL to lose their voice 
by the end of a carnival. Without them we could not hold our Saturday afternoon trainings nor could 
our kids compete at carnivals. They are an integral part of our club and I thank them for taking on 
the role of an AGL. Not always an easy task but definitely rewarding! 
 
Under 6 -  Meredith Woods, Margot Tisher and Arabella Vaughn 

Under 7 -  Josh Charles, Mark Connor, Craig Caust and Zac Cowan 

Under 8 -  Tony Scrivener, Annette Davies and Jamie Clancy 

Under 9 -  Matt Salier, Ash Clark, Nic Clark, Paul Bastiaans 

Under 10 -  Marnie Rooney, Mark Warriner, Shauna Henty 

Under 11 -  Patrick Tohu, Kate Bawden and Michelle McKinnon 

Under 12 -  Dan Perkins, Mandy Klaver and Terry Keefe 

Under 13 -  Warren Symonds, Jeff Strachan and Katherine Bastiaans 
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Merchandise 
Kate Keefe, Ali Casement and team – you fit our kids (and parents) out 
in black and white merchandise, high vis tops, competition caps, you 
have warm coats to protect them on the cold days, which was nearly 
every Saturday during summer. Thank you for helping us look like a team, 
a community. 
 
A special mention goes to Georgia Warriner for her design on our Junior 
State Title tops, they look fabulous. Even though State Titles weren’t 
held I have seen the top worn by many kids since. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Perpetual trophy winners 
There is usually a spot in the Junior report to put the winners of the perpetual trophies, however, as 
we haven’t been able to hold our presentation evening the winners are being kept under lock and 
key. 
 
Junior Committee 
I would like to say a big thank you to the Junior Committee. Consisting of Sarah Warriner (Deputy 
Chairperson), Sarah Morris (Secretary), Kate Bawden, Shannon Tohu, Greg Thompson, Justin 
Needham, Jianna Hudson, Carol Alford, Janelle Scrivener and Bly Bayliss, many of the members 
were first timers on the committee. 
 
Special thanks to; 
Justin, with his extensive knowledge and experience of life saving, he brought so much to the 
committee. Helping with the organising Saturday training’s, mid-week training, preseason AGL 
training sessions. Justin is also one of two Junior coach’s and you always found him at the water’s 
edge showing the young kids new skills. 
Sarah Warriner - she filled the secretary role for two seasons prior. Her knowledge behind the scenes 
helped me with navigating through the background of the world of junior life saving. Sarah was also 
co-coordinator the officials, water cover, photographers and trailer tower for all the carnivals and 
made sure we filled our obligations. 
Sarah Morris - the role of the secretary involves the most work of any position on the committee. 
Sarah has put in many, many hours behind the scenes to ensure all kids are entered into the surf 
system to enable them to come every Saturday, to compete at carnivals and so much more. Without 
her we just would not be able to run a junior area. 
 
To the Juniors 
It has been an absolute pleasure to watch you all grow over the past season. It’s not just about being 
the best swimmer or board paddler, runner or flagger. It’s about teaching you how to be your best. 
Nippers is about learning life skills, not just at the beach and in the water but through every part of 
your life. Our aim is to teach you the skills, build your confidence to ultimately become a surf life 
saver. 
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A final note and thanks 

To the parents, thank you for bringing your kids to the beach every 
Saturday and to the carnivals, which is always an early morning for a 
Sunday. I hope you have enjoyed watching your kids grow, improve 
their skills, gain confidence both in the water and in themselves and 
build everlasting friendships.  If you have any feedback on the season 
please have a chat to one of the committee members, we are always 
looking for ways to make improvements in our junior area. 
 
I have thoroughly enjoyed my first season as Junior Chairperson, I have 
a great committee behind me, and all the nippers have made me so 
proud to be at Seacliff. I know the season didn’t end the way anyone 
would have thought but as it was completely out of everyone’s control 
and as a club, we have dealt with it in the best possible way. I am 
looking forward to the season coming, looking forward to hot weather, 
no jelly fish and a healthy and safe environment. 

 
To the Under 13’s. I can’t imagine how you felt when you heard the 
news about the cancellation of State Titles, some of you have been 
a nipper from the beginning. You have trained hard to make your last 
season your best. I hope you have enjoyed your time as a nipper at 
Seacliff. 
 
One last thank you, and that is to my family. You are my rock, Josh, 
you put up with me disappearing for meetings that go late into the 
night. Putting up with the mess I create with “surf” stuff at home. 
Keeley and Elka, I drag you back and forth to the club and you never 
kicked up a fuss. 
 
I am sure that there are many thank you’s that I have missed, but 
that is one great thing about Seacliff, we are a club that so many 
people pitch in and volunteer their time.   
 
 
I look forward to the coming season and watching our community of nippers and their families grow 
with both old and newcomers. 
 
Shauna Henty 

Junior Chairperson 
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Competition Report 
Obviously, this season has been a tough one as far as competition goes. Our two 
major competitions being Senior State Titles and Australian Titles were both 

cancelled due to Covid-19. Whilst this was something that was unavoidable it was 

extremely disappointing for all the athletes and coaches who had worked so hard 

for 10-11 months in preparation for States and Aussies. In saying this there was 
some great signs shown by our club and our competitors in our regular summer 

season. Seacliff was the 2nd best performed club at carnivals behind Grange 

throughout season 2019/20, on top of this we were the best performed club in ski, board and beach 
events at carnivals. No doubt we were moving towards a very exciting State and Australian Titles.  

It was a bitter pill to swallow at first, but our athletes have now put last season behind them and have 

been doing some great work throughout winter in preparation for summer. Bly has been doing a lot 

of km’s with our board squad, Fran Kidd has been fantastic in coaching our younger paddlers on the 
skis and Claire Drummond and AC are back on the track with the beachies. I’m sure we are set for 
a really exciting period for our surf club as far as competition goes. 

State Team 

It was great to see a number of Seacliff SLSC competitors 

selected both as competitors and coaches for this seasons 

South Australia Youth Pathway Cup and South Australia’s 

Senior State Team. Both teams travelled to the Sunshine 
Coast in January and competed strongly for their States.  

Senior State Team members were: Cloe Griffiths, Joe 

McKinnon, Tom May, Bly Bayliss (head coach) and Claire 
Drummond (beach coach). 

Youth Pathway Cup members were: Harry ‘Menegola’ 
Manolopoulos, Katie Natt and Keenan Gray.  

 

Masters State Titles 

Masters this year was a huge highlight for the Surf Club. Seacliff had a great weekend which saw us 

get back to the top, winning Masters State Titles and amassing a total of 775 points above Grange 

in 2nd with 615. Over the Masters States weekend and Boats the weekend prior Seacliff received a 
huge 38 Gold, 48 Silver and 36 Bronze Medals. This was a huge performance by all involved. 

I was down at Christies Beach for the final day of all water competition; it was a very proud day for 
our club. There was a great vibe 

under the tent with all competitors 

and supporters enjoying 

themselves. A highlight for me 
was seeing some old faces return 

from interstate and other surf 

clubs to don the black cap 

including: Paul ‘Lewy’ 
Lewandowski, David ‘Janso’ 

Jansen, Sam ‘Keelo’ Keelan and 

Jaimie ‘Beav’ Beavis. From a 

competitive standpoint winning 
every Male Surf Team event 

including going 1st and 2nd in the 

150yrs as well as medaling in 

every female and male Taplin 
Relay were big highlights. 
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Lifesaving State Titles 

Once again Seacliff performed spectacularly in the lifesaving fields this season. A massive thanks 

goes to the coaches involved in getting these teams off the ground and training the competitors. 

Once all events were completed Seacliff finished 2nd in the State in the Lifesaving events 
competition with 126 points, in front of West Beach with 69 points but marginally behind Grange with 
140 points.  

A Seacliff highlight for these events was the performances by Andrew ‘Chappy’ Chapman. Chappy 

contested in 6 events amongst lifesaving states which saw him collect 5 gold and 1 bronze medal, 

including a Masters and Open gold medal double in Champion Lifesaver. On top of this Chappy took 
on the role of coaching our champion lifesaver and patrol events this season and did a fantastic job. 

Again, Seacliff showed its dominance in the Rescue and Resuscitation events (R&R), with the surf 

club being the best overall performed club in R&R events and taking out the Raelene Donnell Trophy 

for best performed R&R club in Youth Events. Congratulations to Darryl ‘Popey’ Pope, Robyn 
Hecker, Deb Lasscock, Hayley Hosking and Glen ‘The General’ Patten for their awesome efforts in 
coordinating and coaching R&R at Seacliff.  

The Senior Medal winners from Seacliff in Lifesaving events included: 

1st Open 6 Person R&R – Bly Bayliss, Andrew Chapman, Andrew Chandler, Glen Patten, Tom 
May and Hayley Hosking      

1st Open Mens 5 person R&R – Bly Bayliss, Andrew Chapman, Andrew Chandler, Glen Patten 
and Tom May 

1st Open Female 5 person R&R – Kaytie Hosking, Hayley Hosking, Tori Wilmot, Cassie Wilmot 
and Lori Chandler 

1st Open Mixed 5 person R&R – Darryl Pope, Andrew Chapman, Kaytie Hosking, Shauna Henty 
& Sue Hicks.           

1st U/15 5 person R&R – Natalie Hecker, Abi Salman, Tamara James, Niam Keogh, Olivia 
Thomson & Mary Ellis (reserve) 

1st U/15 Male Champion Lifesaver – Keenan Gray 

1st 30+ Years Female Champion Lifesaver – Sarah Warriner 

1st Open Mens Champion Lifesaver – Andrew Chapman 

1st 30+ Years Male Champion Lifesaver – Andrew Chapman 

2nd 30+ Years Male Champion Lifesaver – Glen Patten 

2nd U/15 Male Champion Lifesaver – Oli Higgins 

2nd Open First Aid – Glen Patten and Darryl Pope 

3rd 30+ Years Male Champion Lifesaver – Glen Patten 

3rd Open Patrol Competition - Andrew Chapman, Glen Patten, Jacinta Day, Sarah Warriner, 
Darryl Pope and Tom May 

3rd 30+ Female Champion Lifesaver – Jacinta Day 

3rd U/15 Female Champion Lifesaver – Georgia Warriner 

3rd U/14 Male Champion Lifesaver – Jarrod Gray 
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Board Riding State Titles 

This season Seacliff had a smaller team take on the waves at Middleton point for board riding state 
titles. Seacliff’s board riding team was led by Surfing Wizards Matt and Brendan ‘Brendo’ Collopy 

who both again had great performances. Angus ‘Gus’ Higgins, Mia Perkins and Natalie Hecker also 
surfed extremely well. 

Medal Results included: 

1st Open Mens short board – Brendan Collopy 

2nd U/15 Women’s short board – Mia Perkins 

2nd 40+ Mens short board – Matt Collopy  

3rd Open Mens short board – Matt Collopy 

3rd 40+ Mens short board – Brendan Collopy 

  

Gold U/15 5 Person 

Team: 

Abi Salman Natalie 

Hecker 

Olivia Thompson 

Tamara James 

Niam Keogh 
Darryl Pope (coach) 

Gold 6 Person Team: 

Hayley Hosking 

Andrew Chandler 
Tom May 

Glen Patten 

Bly Bayliss 
Andy Chapman 
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SA Super Surf League 

This season SLSSA initiated a brand-new surf league competition in which 

clubs were able to merge together and create separate teams to compete 

against one another across an afternoon of surf sports action at Glenelg 
Beach. The event was also supported with generous prize money. To give 

ourselves the best chances of winning we merged with rivals Brighton for this 

event forming Redblacks Team A and Redblacks Team B. Both teams 

competed extremely well over the day with Redblacks Team A taking out the 
victory and with both Brighton and Seacliff splitting $3000 as a reward. 

This local competition flowed into a National Super Surf League’s event in 
which Cloe Griffiths, Fran Kidd, Tom May and Claire Drummond as high 
performance coach were able to represent the SA Reds against other states. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Redblacks get the victory! 

 

Finally, I want to give a massive thanks to all the hard work that our coaches put in throughout the 
season: 

Board & Iron – Bly Bayliss                                                                                                                          

Ski – Justin ‘Grom’ Needham                                                                                                                                 

Beach – Andrew Chandler & Claire Drummond                                                                                             
R&R – Darryl Pope, Glen Patten, Robyn Hecker, Hayley Hosking & Deb Lasscock                                                        

Champion Lifesaver & Patrol – Andrew ‘Chappy’ Chapman                                                                            

Marchpast – Darryl Pope                                                                                                                                
Pool Comp – Francois Daldosso (Aussie Frank) 

We are blessed at Seacliff to have such a dedicated group of individuals in all areas helping our 
competitors to achieve their goals. 

I would also like to give a huge thanks to the people who put their hand up to officiate this season. I 

know as comp coordinator it makes the job much easier when we have a great group of individuals 

that are happy to help out on the beach. I would really encourage more individuals to get involved 
with officiating next season. As our competitor group grows so does our officiating requirements 
and it would be fantastic to have some more people to help lighten the load for our current officials. 

Big thanks also to Amanda Luetolf who was our comp coordinator in the first half of the season in 
conjunction with her duties as treasurer and kindly helped me with my new role. 

I’d also like to give a huge thanks to Tanya for being our outstanding and dedicated team manager 
this season, Zayn Butcher who towed the trailer to every carnival and everyone who assisted with 
any beach set up or pack roles throughout the season. 

Look forward to seeing you all the beach next season 

Cheers 

Tom May – Competition Coordinator 

Cloe Griffiths competing on the 
Gold coast for the SA Reds 
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The youth Girls enjoying the South Port carnival Nat ‘Mad Dog’ Drummond 
moving into Iron transition 

Fin Taylor and Ryan ‘Rhino’ Clifford 
celebrating their board rescue efforts 

Will ‘Big Kahuna’ Spencer 

taking out the competition 

Zayno Butcher showcasing his surf skills 
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Communications 19/20 
 
What a year! 
 
Even when surf stops Communications keeps going. 
 
We have so many avenues to keep you informed. 
 

Facebook Public and Active, Instagram, Newsletter Bits and 
Pieces, Team App and the Club Website. 
 
Facebook has 2854 Followers and reaches up to 10000 
people. 
 
Instagram has 1176 Followers and is recognized all over the 
world with clubs from Spain, USA etc all following us. 
 
Team App has had a soft launch 
and fingers crossed this will be 
the way to go in 20/21. 
 

It's a tough gig and we have a lot to cover but lucky for me we have a 
bunch of legends to report on so makes my job easy. 
 
Congrats to all Clubbies for a short but pretty successful year. 
 

Peace out KM 
Kristie Meier – Communications Officer 
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Patrol Report 2019/2020 
(by Graham Mitchell with Derek Bawden) 
 

Patrol tower 

The 2019/20 season commenced with the much-anticipated 

opening of the new Seacliff SLSC Patrol tower. On the back of 
many hours of dedicated effort, considered input and creative left 

field planning, the “four shipping containers concept” came to life before our very eyes in early 

October, just in time for the commencement of the 2019/20 season. The uniqueness and character 

of this landmark facility, was well discussed both internally as well as externally, in the general public. 
But it was only as the season gradually unfolded, and our patrolling members were able to use the 

facility, that it was clear that the functionality of the project, and its immediate proximity to our 

wonderful beach, were its two greatest attributes. 

From the outstanding first aid room and dual storage capacity on the lower level, to the first-class 
surveillance and communication area on the upper level, the “Tower” has become a statement piece 

for a historic, proud and committed Surf Lifesaving Club.      

On behalf of the all Seacliff Surf Lifesavers, a massive thank you to those whose hours and hours of 

hard dedication, realised the “Tower” vision. In particular, Andrew Chandler, Andy Fidler, Gary Kidd, 
Tom Van Der Jeugd, Darren Werner, Josh Charles, John Higgins, Glen Patten, Tim Robb, Zane 

Butcher, Cassie Wilmot, Tom May, Bly Bayliss and many others.   

 

While the full potential of the Tower facility is still to be fully realised, with some minor electrical and 

cosmetic work awaiting completion, the issue of access and transition from beach to Tower facility – 
in particular for our ATV when (a fully loaded) Trailer is attached - remains topical, and highly 

concerning for the Patrol leaders all who Patrol our beach.  

The Sub Committee – and the Management team – are both committed to investigating the potential 

of a longer-term solution, via the establishment of permanent, safer entry and exit points of our 
equipment both during Patrol hours, as well providing out of hours access. 

The longer term nature of this project may well come at the expense of continued shorter term 

frustration of this aspect of our Patrol day, however I would like to assure every Patrolling member 

that every effort is being made to address this issue prior to the start of Season 20/21, and on a 
more permanently basis, at a later date.         

 

Our Patrol objective 

Seacliff Surf Lifesavers have again been paramount in maintaining our 2km stretch of coastline and 
again met our Surf Club’s number 1 priority and goal of no lives being lost at Seacliff.  Whether it be 

part of our weekend and public holiday Rostered Patrols, providing Junior Water Cover for our 

nippers on a Saturday, or at a Carnival, or at a training sesh, or at an “event” like the Atlantis Long 

Swim, you have all been magnificent. A huge Thank you to you all! 
 

Patrol recognitions 

Despite a shortened 2019/20 season, we logged a Total of 5550.01 Patrol hours. Amazing.   

I would like to acknowledge the most outstanding members who patrol at Seacliff, in particular our 
Top 10 and those who have done over 50 Patrol hours this season:  

Our Top 10 Patrol Hours for Season 2019/20 were as follows… 

(1)  Derek Bawden 262.25hrs,  

(2)  Matthew Crichton 153.75hrs,  
(3)  Cassie Wilmot 67.00hrs,  

(4)  Arran McMillan 66.42hrs, [New Bronzie – 1st Season] 

(5)  Sarah Warriner 65.50hrs  

(6)  Karen Wilmot 60.75hrs, 
(7)  Anthony Doyle 60.00hrs,  

(8)  Henry Vaughan 58.50hrs,  

(9)  Glen Patten 58.17hrs 

(10) Sheridan Wilmot 57.50hrs 
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Season 2019/20: 50+ Patrol Hours 

Harry Bawden 55.67hrs [New Bronzie 1st Season], Pete Taylor 55.33hrs, Haylie Hosking 53.34hrs, 

Jack Bawden 53.33hrs, Mark Warriner 51.25hrs and Graham Mitchell 50.58hrs 

 
Season 2019/20 : Milestones achieved during 2019/20 

1000+ Patrol hours 

Glen Patten 1600hrs, Meredith Wood 1300hrs, David Shaw 1000hrs,  

500+ Patrol hours  
Sheridan Wilmot 700hrs, Derek Bawden 500hrs, and then 600hrs, Matthew Crichton 600hrs, Karen 

Wilmot 600hrs, Shauna Henty 600hrs, Susan Lambert 600hrs, Jim Ridgeway 500hrs and Lisa 

Holloway 500hrs. 

 
Thank you all for your dedication, commitment and resilience. Outstanding! 

 

Event calendar 

The contribution of our lifesavers to our 2019/20 Event Calendar was again enormous.  The 
professional standard of support and proven track record of our club - when requested to provide 

SLS support services for specific, stand-alone events has again been generously acknowledged 

externally again this season. 

 
More than the weekend rostered patrols and Junior Water 

Cover, and Carnivals throughout the season, events like the 

Australian Open Water Swim weekend, Atlantis Long Swim, 

Brighton Jetty Classic, Suneden Special School Program, 
and the Trail Blazer Challenge, just to mention a few, that 

continue to return to Seacliff on the back of the generosity of 

commitment of our Surf Lifesavers. 

Particular thanks and recognition to our “Friday night First 
Aiders” whose commitment to our Beach carnivals was 

outstanding! Great work ladies.     

These events frequently help raise funds for the club, but as 

importantly, provide great comfort and a sense of safety to 
the many people who take part in these events. 

Those who have contributed to providing First Aid and Water 

safety at these events are highly respected within our 

Patrolling ranks, and a great part of the SLS culture of our movement, our club, and our community.   
 

Bronzies 

The influx of new members to our Patrol teams in recent years has be profound. On the back of 

wonderful bronze medallion and Surf Rescue Certificate programs, driven by Ashley Clarke more 
recently, and Karen Wilmot prior, these programs continue to deliver a continuous stream of high 

quality, well trained people who – in the main – embrace the ethos of both the Surf Lifesaving 

movement and the culture of Seacliff SLSC.  

Supported by a dedicated team of trainers and volunteers and embraced by our Patrol Captains and 
Patrol team members, once qualified, our new bronzies continue to refresh and grow our Patrol 

teams. In particular I would like to acknowledge the wonderful 1st season contribution of two of 

Season 2019/20’s new Bronzies.  

Arran McMillan logged a massive 66.42hrs [4th in Top 10] in his first season, as well as gaining both 
his Bronze and IRB Crew qualification. A season that included his first rescue. 

Harry Bawden who logged an equally impressive 55.67hrs [11th overall].   

On behalf of all our long-standing Patrol members, thank you to both these guys, and to all our new 

2019/20 Bronze Medallion holders for becoming a wonderful addition to our club, now your club! 
Welcome, and Thank you! 
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Xmas Patrol 

A great example of this, and a season highlight for mine, was our Volunteer Xmas Day Patrol. 

This 3-hour patrol is entirely volunteer and for many years has been attended by a small dedicated 

handful of Lifesavers who have made a tradition of there “catch up” between 1pm and 4pm on Xmas 
Day. However, this year, a near record 14 people turned up on a beautiful Seacliff Beach Xmas Day 

to ensure our busy Xmas beach was safe and sound. 

 

For many it was their first Xmas in Australia. For many it was also their first season as a Surf 
Lifesaver. New Bronzies to Seacliff SLSC. So, to Arne Meyer and Anne Morgenstern (from 

Germany), Arran and Fiona McMillan and family, and Ethan and Mary Ellis, and all the Ellis clan, (all 

from the UK), Welcome and Thank you for being a great addition to our club and our beach. 

Superstar regulars Tom May, Tony Bullard, Bernie Tippins and Bly Bayliss, were this year joined by 
new Xmas day superstars Ashley Clarke, Amanda Elson, Dean Martin. 

It was great to be a part of this day. Thank you to you all. Legends! 
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Pink Patrol 

This year we celebrated our first 

Pink Patrol on Saturday March 7th 

2020. 
The Pink Patrol sought to 

celebrate the amazing 

contribution of our Women Surf 

Lifesavers, both at Seacliff as 
well as nationally, in conjunction 

with the 40th Anniversary of the 

Bronze Medallion achievement 

by Women in the Surf Lifesaving 
movement in Australia.  

Driven by Jacinta Day, and fully 

supported by the Patrol Sub 

Committee and Patrol Captain 
Dale Thomson, the day was a great success both on beach and post Patrol at the club. 

The Pink theme was embraced by all who patrolled that day. The celebration later at the Sandy Feet 

Bar with guest speaker Claire Lindop and our very own Deb Lasscock, was a terrific 

acknowledgement to the amazing contribution of our ladies, both old and young, to the Seacliff 
SLSC. The day coincided with the final Nipper training for the season, and for many Mums – and 

Dad’s – it was yet another reason to celebrate! Well done to all who got behind this great event, 

which we will again celebrate in March of the 2020/21 season.  

 

Patrol Captains 

We ask a lot of our individual Patrol Captains and Water Safety Supervisors. And given the 

uniqueness of the 2019/20 season, this year was no exception. It presented multiple and seemingly 

continuous challenges throughout the entirety of the season, all while adapting to our new “Tower” 
and Patrol Trailer.  

How lucky we are to have so many great leaders and role models as captains at Seacliff! Early 

season, they were pivotal in dealing with the pressures surrounding the Working With Children 

Check clearance process. By December we experienced a difficult changeover of Patrol leadership, 
and by close of season they were dealing with Covid-19 pandemic protocols. 

 

A massive round of applause to our Patrol Captains, Vice Captains and Water Safety 

Supervisors! Champions, every single one of you! 

Patrol 1: Tony Bullard [c], Zane Butcher, Tom May,  

Patrol 2: Andy Coleman [c], Wayne Shore Josh Charles,  

Patrol 3: Dale Thomson [c], Simon Austin, Andy Chapman  

Patrol 4: David Shaw [c], Sherri Wilmot, Lisa Holloway  
Patrol 5: Matt Collopy [c], Brendan Collopy,  

Patrol 6: Gareth Gray [c], Karen Wilmot  

Patrol 7: Francesca Kidd [c], Hannah Tatlock, Kaytie Hosking 

Patrol 8: Mack Mitchell [c], Graham Mitchell, Shauna Henty  
Patrol 9: Pete Taylor [c], Ben Bedford, Derek Bawden  

Patrol 10: Neil Anderson [c], Meredith Wood  

Water Safety: Tim Salman, Amber Strachan, Jeff Strachan, Sarah Warriner 

 
A specific “Hats Off” and Well done to our newest – and youngest Patrol captain - Francesca Kidd. 

What a tough first year this was to become a Patrol Captain. A supremely talented high-performance 

athlete in her own right, it was wonderful to have her on board. 

She was “Frantastically” supported by Patrol VC’s Hannah Tatlock and Kaytie Hosking, and together 
these young ladies formed an outstanding leadership combination for Patrol 7. Brilliant Ladies! Great 

role models for our young women. Thank you Fran, Hannah and Kaytie!  
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Patrol Sub-committee 

As mentioned earlier, season 2019/20 was a difficult year for the Patrol Sub Committee.  

The early season pressures to ensure all of our 200+ Patrolling members had an active Working 

With Children Check was a significant challenge for all members of this committee, in particular given 
the short time frame set to achieve such an objective.  Whilst the necessity of such a clearance was 

openly appreciated and acknowledged, the process brought with it much frustration and friction at 

multiple levels within the club. It was almost the end of December until we had a firm handle on the 

achievement of this objective. Sadly, Cassie Wilmot – our new Club Vice Captain – and leader of 
the Patrol teams - was a casualty during this period relinquishing her role in early December. 

Cassie was a significant contributor to many of the activities required to start the season, in particular 

those relating to our new “Tower” facility and early season set up.  

Thank you, Cassie for your contribution to the 2019/20 season. On behalf of all Patrol members at 
Seacliff, we very much hope that your energy and experience will remain a part of our club in future 

seasons. 

 

The impact on the Patrol Sub Committee was however instantaneous. Unfortunately Patrol Sub 
Committee numbers fell during this period of transition, with much now being left to a smaller team. 

It was disappointing to finish the season with a much smaller subcommittee than when we started. 

But reduced quantity didn’t mean a reduction in quality. I’d like to express my sincere thanks and 

gratitude to the full season stalwarts of the Patrol Sub Committee for season 2019/20 being Tony 
Bullard, Dale Thomson, Matt Crichton, Meredith Wood, Tom May and Club Captain Bly Bayliss, who 

supported both myself (Graham Mitchell) and Derek (Bawden) in the role of “stand in” Vice Captains 

for the later part of the season. To you all, and everyone who contributed this season, Thank you! 

 
The contribution of Derek Bawden this season was, again, simply outstanding. Derek has – for the 

second season in a row – exceeded 200+ Patrol hours, setting a new personal record of 262.25 

hours during 2019/20. Add to this his contribution to IRB maintenance, IRB and Bronze Medallion 

trainings sessions – as well as the many unrecorded hours he added to his season when he stepped 
into the role of “stand in” Vice-Captain mid-season, he is without doubt, our most valuable Surf 

Lifesaver. Invariably the first person to put their hand up when help is needed, guaranteed to be 

wherever he is needed, with a smile on his dial. Nothing is too much trouble. 

He continues to be one of Seacliff’s great role models, to both his boys, his family and to all Seacliff 
Surf Lifesavers. The ultimate club man. Massive Degs! Well done mate! 

 
Since we last patrolled 

The period since the end of the 2019/20 Patrol season and the subsequent “downtime” (due to the 

pandemic environment) that followed, has provided us with the opportunity to review the season 
gone – address the key outstanding issues – and prepare for the season ahead. 

The objective is to present a “clean slate” for the incoming Patrol Sub Committee for 20/21, allowing 
them to focus on the new, rather than get bogged down with the past. 

To this end, Derek has undertaken a full review of our 

key assets, with maintenance of both the ATV and IRB 
craft and motors now in progress. 

Further to this, all First Aid kits (full kits and “Bum 

bags”) have now been updated and replenished, with 

a stockpile of frequently required consumables now 

established, to ensure the current standards are 
maintained.   

All Oxy and Defib kits have been checked, maintained 
and refilled to Rescue ready status.    

Outstanding dedication to our club and community by Derek! Thanks Degs!  
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The road ahead 

Our recommendations to the incoming Patrol Sub Committee will be as follows… 

Seek to restructure patrol leadership model via amendment to Constitution 

The current Patrol Leadership and Patrol Sub Committee model is outdated and limiting, and thus 

restricting the capacity of the SLS club to competently and professionally service the key 
components of the Surf Lifesaving Club operations.  

The key role of Vice Captain is a highly demanding, specialised and unique role. With growth in the 

Patrolling numbers (now exceeding 240+ members as at end 2019/20), it is highly recommended 

that this individual role be replaced by a two – even three – person committee style leadership model, 
allowing each of those individuals the opportunity to specialise in a specific component of Surf 
Lifesaving operations. 

The dissection of the current Vice Captain role, into smaller, more manageable and workable briefs 
should reasonably be expected to deliver better outcomes, higher standards, and greater interest 

from a larger field of prospective and future candidates. The Patrol Sub Committee would be best 

served by representation from both elected, as well as invited persons (as determined by the Patrol 

Sub Committee), to ensure that the required areas of expertise are captured within the skill set of 
the entire sub-committee.  

Outpost patrolling 

Embrace the need to expand the current Patrol process to include an Outpost Patrol as a permanent 

fixture of every rostered Patrol day. The establishment of a permanent Outpost location, in front of 

the Surf Club, is to ensure we provide surveillance and beach coverage for the southern portion of 
our designated patrol zone, critical to ensure we meet the full requirements of our Patrol agreement. 

A presence in this increasingly popular portion of our Patrol zone, on a beach that has quite different 

characteristics to our more traditional beach zone (in front of the Tower) is both prudent and 

responsible to ensuring we maintain our primary patrol objectives. Located approximately 500 
metres from the “Tower”, our expectation is that this outpost Patrol will also become a contact point 

for attending members of our Surf Lifesaving Club, as well as people attending Brighton Seacliff 
Yacht Club, Kingston Park Caravan Park and Kingston Park Coastal Reserve.     

Junior water cover 

The restructure of the Saturday Junior Water Cover is critical to ensure we consistently provide an 

appropriate level of water safety for our Nippers on training days.  

This key objective (to increase safety and thus reduce risk) must be a priority for the 2020/21 season 
and beyond, to ensure we provide a safe training environment for the increasing number of nippers 

choosing Seacliff as there club.  

 

Elevate the status of Patrol Vice-Captains 

We must always remember that we are a volunteer organisation, so a rethink of the distribution of 

Patrol responsibilities – were appropriate – is one we would encourage. 

Elevating the Patrol day responsibilities of Patrol Vice Captains is seen as both a workable support 

mechanism for our Patrol Captains, as well as a pathway for “new blood” to contribute to our Patrol 
leadership base.   

 

Patrol honour board 

The project to establish a significant Patrol Honour Board, recognising the contribution of our 
Lifesavers is nearing fruition. Thanks to both Tom May and Glen Patten for their ongoing work on 

this culture building project recognising the time that so many great members have given our Surf 

Club on patrol over the years. 

 

In closing 

On behalf of myself, Derek and the entire Patrol Sub Committee, THANK YOU TO ALL whose 

ongoing dedication and commitment to our club and community, makes Seacliff the most wonderful 
and rewarding place to be a Surf Lifesaver. 

Mitch 
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Seacliff SLSC - 2019/20 Season Records 

 

Seacliff SLSC : 2019/20 Season Records : Top 10       

First Name Last Name Patrol Team 
Patrol Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End Season 

2019/20 
Milestones during 
Season 2019/20 

Derek Bawden Patrol 9 262.25 682 500 hrs 

Matthew Crichton Patrol 5 153.75 672.25 600 hrs 

Cassandra Wilmot floating 67 309.5 300 hrs 

Arran McMillan Junior Water Cover A 66.42 66.42   

Sarah Warriner Junior Water Cover B 65.5 182 150 hrs 

Karen Wilmot   60.75 637.58 600 hrs 

Anthony Doyle Junior Water Cover B 60 218.75 200 hrs 

Henry Vaughan Junior Water Cover A 58.5 126.08   

Glen Patten Patrol 3 58.17 1646.67 1600 hrs 

Sheridan Wilmot Patrol 4 57.5 743.25 700 hrs 

 

Seacliff SLSC : 2019/20 Season Records : 50+ Hours     

First Name Last Name Patrol Team 
Patrol Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End Season 

2019/20 
Milestones during 
Season 2019/20 

Harrison Bawden Patrol 9 55.67 55.67   

Peter Taylor Patrol 9 55.33 223.66 200 hrs 

Hayley Hosking Patrol 3 53.34 228.76 200 hrs 

Jack Bawden Patrol 9 53.33 85.83   

Mark Warriner Junior Water Cover A 51.25 144.75   

Graham Mitchell Patrol 8 50.58 118.33 100 hrs 

 

Seacliff SLSC : 2019/20 First Season Patrol Hours : Top 10     

First Name Last Name Patrol Team 
Patrol Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End Season 

2019/20 
Milestones during 
Season 2019/20 

Arran McMillan Junior Water Cover A 66.42 66.42 No.1 First Year  

Harrison Bawden Patrol 9 55.67 55.67 No.2 First Year  

Mary Ellis Patrol 6 36.5 36.5 No.3 First Year  

Olivia Thompson Patrol 6 32.84 32.84 Top10 First Year  

Ethan Ellis Patrol 6 32.83 32.83 Top10 First Year  

Niamh Keogh Patrol 4 32 32 Top10 First Year  

Jarrod Gray Patrol 6 31.67 31.67 Top10 First Year  

Arne Meyer Patrol 8 31.67 31.67 Top10 First Year  

John Higgins Patrol 7 31.5 31.5 Top10 First Year  

Courtney Christie Patrol 9 31.42 31.42 Top10 First Year  
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Seacliff SLSC - 2019/20 Season Records 

 

Seacliff SLSC : 2019/20 : 500+ Patrol Hours (Active Lifesavers only)   

First Name Last Name Patrol Team 
Patrol Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End Season 

2019/20 
Milestones during 
Season 2019/20 

Glen Patten Patrol 3 58.17 1646.67 1600 hrs 

Meredith Wood Patrol 10 34.5 1300 1300 hrs 

Andrew Chandler   5 1236   

Bernard Tippins floating 3 1187   

David Shaw Patrol 4 27.75 1002.5 1000 hrs 

Wayne Jones Sierra 40.25 913.75 900 hrs 

Brian Bayliss   44 895.5   

Ruth Henty   19 881.25   

Kay Klima Patrol 10 37 865.42   

Andrew Coleman Patrol 2 35.5 863.5   

Robert Klima   20.75 821.42   

Andrew Jolly   2.5 820.25   

Heather Burns Junior Water Cover B 45.75 795.75   

Sheridan Wilmot Patrol 4 57.5 743.25 700 hrs 

Gregory Smyth   14.75 720.5   

David Jansen   10.5 708.25 700 hrs 

Derek Bawden Patrol 9 262.25 682 500 hrs 

Matthew Crichton Patrol 5 153.75 672.25 600 hrs 

Karen Wilmot   60.75 637.58 600 hrs 

Shauna Henty Patrol 8 46.67 630.42 600 hrs 

Neil Anderson Patrol 10 18.92 628   

Susan Lambert Patrol 10 26 625.5 600 hrs 

Andrew Chapman Patrol 3 26.92 590.42   

Darryl Pope   24 572.35   

Susan Hicks   8 553.5   

Justin Needham   1 540.5   

James Ridgeway Patrol 1 34 523.25 500 hrs 

Lisa Holloway Patrol 4 27 505.5 500 hrs 

 

Seacliff SLSC - Patrol Hours Season 2019/20 : Active Patrolling Members   

 

First Name Last Name Patrol Team 
Patrol Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End Season 

2019/20 
Milestones during 
Season 2019/20 

Sonja Ackland no patrols this season 0 54.75   

Katelyn Adams Junior Water Cover A 23.5 23.5   

Carol Alford Junior Water Cover A 41.67 80.42   

Saxon Amber   14.75 37.25   

Shaune Amber no patrols this season 0 92.25   

Tanya Amber no patrols this season 0 45.75   

Neil Anderson Patrol 10 18.92 628   

Jessica Arbon no patrols this season 0 112.5   

Bonnie Armour Patrol 8 25.5 184.25   

India Attwood-Henderson Patrol 10 16 31   

Christopher Auricht no patrols this season 0 99   

Ashlyn Austin no patrols this season 0 145.5   

Jenna Austin   0 98.25   

Simon Austin Patrol 3 27.17 269.42   

Paul Bastiaans Junior Water Cover A 8.75 25.75   

Mia Bath Patrol 6 20.25 20.25   

Derek Bawden Patrol 9 262.25 682 500hrs & 600hrs 

Harrison Bawden Patrol 9 55.67 55.67   

Jack Bawden Patrol 9 53.33 85.83   

Brian Bayliss   44 895.5   

Jamie Beavis Honourary, WC Blue 10.58 354.08   
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First Name Last Name Patrol Team 
Patrol Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End Season 

2019/20 
Milestones during 
Season 2019/20 

Ben Bedford Patrol 9 31.5 255.5   

Cohen Bedford Patrol 9 16.5 34.67   

Ethan Bedford Patrol 5 22.75 129.25   

Matthew Beeston Patrol 10 16.5 37.75   

Glenn Bell no patrols this season 0 227.5   

Ryan Bennett no patrols this season 0 158.75   

Philip Blyzno Patrol 7 10.33 89.33   

Samuel Blyzno Patrol 7 16.08 102.08 100 hrs 

Timothy Blyzno Patrol 7 15.25 102.5 100 hrs 

Laura Boseley Patrol 9 22.67 68.17   

Andrea Brebner Patrol 1 28.67 340.17   

Gjsovaun Brijmohan   15.25 15.25   

Craig Brooks no patrols this season 0 562   

Nicole Brown no patrols this season 0 96   

Anthony Bullard Patrol 1 35.58 312.16 300 hrs 

Heather Burns Junior Water Cover B 45.75 795.75   

Zayn Butcher Patrol 1 27 293.75   

Nathan Calman no patrols this season 0 327   

Gabriella Cavaiuolo no patrols this season 0 164.5   

Andrew Chandler   5 1236   

Katrina Chandler Patrol 5 29.75 419 400 hrs 

Lori Chandler Patrol 1 19.5 178.25   

Riley Chandler   9.5 92   

Andrew Chapman Patrol 3 26.92 590.42   

Joshua Charles Patrol 2 25.5 54.25   

Joseph Chigwidden Patrol 9 17.83 28.83   

Courtney Christie Patrol 9 31.42 31.42 Top10 First Year  

Jamie Clancy Junior Water Cover A 16.25 16.25   

Nadia Clancy Patrol 10 15 15   

Justin Clark Junior Water Cover B 26.5 26.5   

Ashley Clarke Junior Water Cover B 49 170 150 hrs 

Phillip Clayton no patrols this season 0 90.25   

Ryan Clifford Patrol 2 11 32.5   

Andrew Coleman Patrol 2 35.5 863.5   

Brendan Collopy Patrol 5 28.5 289.5   

Carrie Collopy Patrol 5 28 319.25 300 hrs 

Luke Collopy Patrol 5 28.5 208.75 200 hrs 

Matthew Collopy Patrol 5 29.5 274.75   

Rebecca Conaghty no patrols this season 0 28.25   

Kelly Connor Junior Water Cover B, Patrol 2 23.42 82.5   

Mark Connor Junior Water Cover A 21.83 81.83   

Gordon Coull Patrol 9 19.92 63.92   

Suzie Cowan Junior Water Cover A 15.5 30   

Zachary Cowan Junior Water Cover B 19 68.75   

Terence Crabb   2 70.75   

Matthew Crichton Patrol 5 153.75 672.25 600 hrs 

Hayley Cummings no patrols this season 0 60   

Benjamin Curry Patrol 8 17.67 109.42   

Lee Dalzell floating 26.75 79   

Chloe Davidson Patrol 9 30.92 30.92   

Tallia Dawood Patrol 2 11 99   

Jacinta Day Junior Water Cover B 36 212.75 200 hrs 

Marnie Day Junior Water Cover B 28.08 128.58   

Hannah Deacon   17.25 60.25   

Lachlan Dews Patrol 6 26.75 114 100 hrs 

Anthony Doyle Junior Water Cover B 60 218.75 200 hrs 

Chelsea Doyle Patrol 3 20.25 44.17   

Claire Drummond Patrol 5 23.75 148.75   

Lily Drummond Patrol 1 0 152.17   

Murray Drummond Patrol 7 17 159 150 hrs 

Nathaniel Drummond Patrol 7 12.92 85.54   

David Earl no patrols this season 0 6   
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First Name Last Name Patrol Team 
Patrol Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End Season 

2019/20 
Milestones during 
Season 2019/20 

Jack Egan-Meier Patrol 1 31 52   

Ethan Ellis Patrol 6 32.83 32.83   

Mary Ellis Patrol 6 36.5 36.5   

Amanda Elson Patrol 9 29 278.42   

Jeremy Evans Patrol 5 24.75 145   

Katie Evans-Rankine Patrol 10 18.25 65.42   

Liam Facci Patrol 1 34.34 49.34   

Lachlan Fordham   5 5   

Michael Fordham Patrol 6 10.25 166.5633   

Patrick Fordham Patrol 2 14.25 127.25   

Suzanne Fordham Patrol 6 21.75 80.5   

Sam Fox no patrols this season 0 99.5   

Leslie (DICK) Freeland no patrols this season 0 222.5   

Greta French-Kennedy Patrol 9 26.75 38   

Darcy Geary Patrol 8 19.75 34.25   

Michael Gilbertson Patrol 9 12 22.25   

Suzette Gloster Patrol 6 28.5 107.5 100 hrs 

John Godwin   0 140.67   

Jeremy Goodburn no patrols this season 0 758   

Grant Gotley no patrols this season 0 370   

Jennifer Gotley no patrols this season 0 94.5   

Joanna Goulder Patrol 1 32.67 137.67   

Gareth Gray Patrol 6 39.25 238.5 200 hrs 

Jarrod Gray Patrol 6 31.67 31.67   

Keenan Gray Patrol 6 26.25 53   

Cloe Griffiths Patrol 1 11.92 70.92   

Laura Hamblin Patrol 8 18.17 113.25 100 hrs 

Rose Hamblin Patrol 8 14.42 39.42   

Janie Harris   0 376.25   

Natalie Hecker Patrol 4 22.34 22.34   

Robyn Hecker Junior Water Cover A 21.25 47.5   

Ruth Henty   19 881.25   

Shauna Henty Patrol 8 46.67 630.42 600 hrs 

Jean-Marc Hero Patrol 07, Patrol 2 31.5 81.75   

Jack Hewson Patrol 10 29.42 29.42   

Susan Hicks   8 553.5   

Angus Higgins Patrol 7 25.83 101.33 100 hrs 

John Higgins Patrol 7 31.5 31.5   

Oliver Higgins Patrol 9 30.83 62   

Laura Hisgrove Patrol 4 25 79.17   

Talia Hisgrove   10 132.08   

Lisa Holloway Patrol 4 27 505.5 500 hrs 

Ashlee Hosking Patrol 4 35.92 81.67   

Hayley Hosking Patrol 3 53.34 228.76 200 hrs 

Kaytie Hosking Patrol 7 21.25 439.5   

Stuart Hosking no patrols this season 0 123.75   

Jianna Hudson Junior Water Cover A 21.59 21.59   

Josh Hudson Junior Water Cover B 22.5 22.5   

Tamara James Patrol 6 26.17 26.17   

Deborah Jamieson Patrol 6 40.08 72.25   

Mollie Jamieson Patrol 4 43.59 72.84   

David Jansen   10.5 708.25 700 hrs 

Russell Jarvis Patrol 9 20.75 59.25   

Victoria Jarvis   5 9.5   

Alan Johns no patrols this season 0 2.5   

Andrew Jolly   2.5 820.25   

Craig Jones no patrols this season 0 417   

Luke Jones no patrols this season 0 257.25   

Wayne Jones Sierra 40.25 913.75 900 hrs 

Clifford Joseph no patrols this season 0 231.5   

Kate Keeffe Patrol 5 25 208.75 200 hrs 

Terence Keeffe   5.5 8   
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First Name Last Name Patrol Team 
Patrol Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End Season 

2019/20 
Milestones during 
Season 2019/20 

Samuel Keelan no patrols this season 0 396   

Robyn Kennare Patrol 10 20.08 20.08   

Conor Keogh Patrol 1 18 56.17   

Niamh Keogh Patrol 4 32 32   

Vicki-Anne Kernick G PATROL 21 162.75 150 hrs 

Cheryl Kidd no patrols this season 0 5   

Francesca Kidd Patrol 7 21 247.26   

Gary Kidd no patrols this season 0 95.5   

Alexander Kiskin Patrol 4 27.5 48   

Amanda Klaver no patrols this season 0 51   

Kay Klima Patrol 10 37 865.42   

Robert Klima   20.75 821.42   

Susan Lambert Patrol 10 26 625.5 600 hrs 

Tessa Langhans   8.34 8.34   

John Larmer Patrol 2 16 112 100 hrs 

Deborah Lasscock no patrols this season 0 1765   

Lindsey Lee Patrol 3 14.42 33.42   

Paul Lewandowski no patrols this season 0 670.75   

Cameron Lindsay Patrol 5 16.5 156.5 150 hrs 

Jodie Lindsay Patrol 6 34.5 75.5   

Sean Lohse no patrols this season 0 95.5   

Maddison Lorenzin Patrol 9 12.25 46.5   

Florence Lourme   4.17 4.17   

Amanda Luetolf Patrol 3 30.1 112.35 100 hrs 

Xavier Luetolf Patrol 1 28.75 73.67   

Adam Luscombe Patrol 2 6 69.75   

Clancy Luscombe Patrol 2 16.25 53.75   

Fletcher Luscombe Patrol 2 15.75 139.25   

Harvey Luscombe Patrol 2 12.5 84.25   

Jai Maddern Patrol 1 14 54   

Lily Maddern Patrol 5 3 113.58   

Robert Maddern   13.5 226.6533   

Neville Main no patrols this season 0 8.75   

Kerry Malyon no patrols this season 0 13   

Brett Mannion Junior Water Cover B 13.25 13.25   

Harry Manolopoulos Patrol 2 27.75 44.25   

Connor Mansell   10.5 10.5   

Todd Marsh Patrol 1 5.08 168.08   

Dean Martin Patrol 9 23.75 53.84   

Tom Martin no patrols this season 0 62.25   

Bennett Maxwell Patrol 1 30.25 175.08   

Mae Maxwell Patrol 1 13.25 35.33   

Tom May Patrol 1 25.25 335.75   

Ruby McCann   19.92 19.92   

Henry Mckinnon Patrol 10 10 10   

Joseph Mckinnon Patrol 7 20.42 62.92   

Michelle Mckinnon Patrol 6 3.5 13   

Arran McMillan Junior Water Cover A 66.42 66.42   

Fiona Mcmillan Patrol 6 20.47 20.47   

Kristie Meier Patrol 6 25 111.25 100 hrs 

Arne Meyer Patrol 8 31.67 31.67   

Graham Mitchell Patrol 8 50.58 118.33 100 hrs 

Mackinley Mitchell Patrol 8 11.25 402.75 400 hrs 

Clare Moase no patrols this season 0 22.75   

Emma Moase Patrol 4 13.25 44.75   

Anne Morgenstern Patrol 8 24.92 24.92   

Sarah Morris no patrols this season 0 93.5   

Joyce Nascimento de Andrade Patrol 9 29.67 29.67   

Katie Natt Patrol 8 15 15   

Justin Needham   1 540.5   

Reggie Page Patrol 4 13.09 27.59   

Simon Palmer no patrols this season 0 401.5   
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First Name Last Name Patrol Team 
Patrol Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End Season 

2019/20 
Milestones during 
Season 2019/20 

Scott Pannunzio   5 5   

Sharyn Paris Patrol 6 29 112.75 100 hrs 

Todd Paterson Patrol 1 20.25 64   

Glen Patten Patrol 3 58.17 1646.67 1600 hrs 

Daniel Perkins Junior Water Cover A 16 56   

Mia Perkins Patrol 6 20 20   

Sarah Perkins Junior Water Cover B 17.5 43   

Fern Pombert Junior Water Cover A 27.67 81.67   

Darryl Pope   24 572.35   

Dylan Quraishi Taylor Patrol 5 8.5 110.25   

Finlay Quraishi Taylor Patrol 9 22.83 56.66   

Andrew Raymond   5.5 54.5   

Kate Raymond no patrols this season 0 9.5   

James Ridgeway Patrol 1 34 523.25 500 hrs 

Craig Robinson   7.75 126.75   

Natalie Roesler Patrol 3 14.42 38.42   

Craig Rush Patrol 7 37 85   

Meredith Ryan no patrols this season 0 461   

Abigail Salman Patrol 4 26.17 26.17   

Jack Salman no patrols this season 0 30.25   

Tim Salman Junior Water Cover A 28.5 61.5   

Carl Saville no patrols this season 0 8   

Jay Saville Patrol 8 21.91 34.16   

Ian Sawyer   4 4   

Anthony Scrivener Junior Water Cover B 14.75 35.75   

David Shaw Patrol 4 27.75 1002.5 1000 hrs 

Wayne Shore Patrol 2 26 292.25   

Rebecca Short no patrols this season 0 363   

Gregory Smyth   14.75 720.5   

Ben Spencer Patrol 7 27.75 313.25 300 hrs 

William Spencer Patrol 7 17.67 117.42 100 hrs 

Mike Spurling   13.5 36.25   

Benjamin Stark Patrol 1 15.5 125   

Sebastian Stephenson   6.42 6.42   

Amber Strachan Junior Water Cover B 17.5 77.5   

Jeff Strachan Junior Water Cover A 19.17 105.17 100 hrs 

Riley Strachan Patrol 3 12.83 37.21   

Grace Stronnar Patrol 5 16.5 46.42   

John Stronnar Patrol 8 25.83 25.83   

Rebecca Stronnar Patrol 8 33.58 62.83   

Timothy Stuart Junior Water Cover A 27 27   

Charlee Symonds no patrols this season 0 51.25   

Fletcher Symonds Patrol 2 12.25 75   

Thomas Symonds Patrol 2 19 102.5 100 hrs 

Warren Symonds Junior Water Cover B 23.17 162.67 150 hrs 

Hannah Tatlock Patrol 7 24.58 212.16 200 hrs 

Ian Tattersall no patrols this season 0 686.25   

Laila Taylor Patrol 5 26.83 104.08 100 hrs 

Peter Taylor Patrol 9 55.33 223.66 200 hrs 

Olivia Thompson Patrol 6 32.84 32.84   

Dale Thomson Patrol 3 36.67 358.17   

Jordan Thomson   19.25 158.25 150 hrs 

Dwayne Thuys no patrols this season 0 252.25   

Bernard Tippins floating 3 1187   

Blake Tisher Patrol 10 20.25 20.25   

Haylee Tisher no patrols this season 0 46.5   

Margot Tisher Patrol 10 25.5 173 150 hrs 

Danica Todoric Patrol 9 28.67 28.67   

Patrick Tohu Junior Water Cover A 17.75 114.75 100 hrs 

Shannon Tohu no patrols this season 0 31.5   

Lisa Tregenza Patrol 2 30.75 164.5 150 hrs 

Sarah Tuckfield no patrols this season 0 394.25   
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First Name Last Name Patrol Team 
Patrol Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End Season 

2019/20 
Milestones during 
Season 2019/20 

Ferne Van der Jeugd no patrols this season 0 157.25   

Mackenzie Van Der Jeugd Patrol 3 20.17 53.67   

Maisie Van Der Jeugd Patrol 3 11 34.5   

Thomas Van Der Jeugd Patrol 3 20.5 133   

Henry Vaughan Junior Water Cover A 58.5 126.08   

Emma-Anne Visser Patrol 4 32 53.75   

John Ward   3.25 439.75   

Thomas Warner   13 44.25   

Georgia Warriner Patrol 9 44 78.59   

Mark Warriner Junior Water Cover A 51.25 144.75   

Sarah Warriner Junior Water Cover B 65.5 182 150 hrs 

Nathan West no patrols this season 0 2.25   

Alyssa Whait Patrol 7 20.5 90.5   

Leanne Whait Patrol 7 15.5 41   

William Whitelaw   5.25 24.5   

Ella Williams   14.75 14.75   

Grant Williams no patrols this season 0 535.25   

Kira Williams Patrol 5 28.58 75.83   

Lauren Williams Patrol 4 6.25 41.75   

Madeline Williams Patrol 4 4.83 183.33   

Shae Williams Patrol 5 15.33 21.83   

Cassandra Wilmot floating 67 309.5 300 hrs 

Karen Wilmot   60.75 637.58 600 hrs 

Sheridan Wilmot Patrol 4 57.5 743.25 700 hrs 

Tori Wilmot Patrol 8 18 120.5   

Sam Wilson Patrol 9 17 117.75   

Alex Wood Patrol 4 17 51.75   

Meredith Wood Patrol 10 34.5 1300 1300 hrs 

David Woodhouse Junior Water Cover B 29.42 38.92   

Donna Woodhouse Junior Water Cover B 20.67 30.17   

Rupert Wyness no patrols this season 0 582.25   
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Seacliff SLSC - Patrol Hour Records : All Time (as at End 2019/20 Season) 
 

Rank 
First 

Name Last Name Sub-Membership Category 

Career Hrs 
End 

Season 
2018/19 

Patrol 
Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End 

Season 
2019/20 

Milestones 
during Season 

2019/20 

Patrol Hour Records : 1500+ hours (as at End Season 2019/20)         

1 Deborah Lasscock Life Member *40 yrs service 1765 0 1765   

2 Glen Patten Life Member *40 yrs service 1588.5 58.17 1646.67 1600 hrs 

Patrol Hour Records : 1000+ hours (as at End Season 2019/20)         

3 Meredith Wood Life Member 1265.5 34.5 1300 1300 hrs 

4 Andrew Chandler Life Member *30 yrs service 1231 5 1236   

5 Bernard Tippins Active (18yrs and over) 1184 3 1187   

6 Katie Wood Not currently Active 1067 0 1067   

7 David Shaw Life Member 974.75 27.75 1002.5 1000 hrs 

Patrol Hour Records : 750+ hours (as at End Season 2019/20)         

8 Wayne Jones Associate 873.5 40.25 913.75 900 hrs 

9 Brian Bayliss Life Member 851.5 44 895.5   

10 Ruth Henty Long Service *25 yrs service 862.25 19 881.25   

11 Bruce  Jordan *20 yrs service 874 0 874   

12 Kay Klima Long Service *30 yrs service 828.42 37 865.42   

13 Andrew Coleman Active (18yrs and over) 828 35.5 863.5   

14 Robert Klima Long Service 800.67 20.75 821.42   

15 Andrew Jolly Active (18yrs and over) 817.75 2.5 820.25   

16 Heather Burns Active (18yrs and over) 750 45.75 795.75   

17 James Aplin Not currently Active 790 0 790   

18 Daniel Goodburn Not currently Active 764 0 764   

19 Jeremy Goodburn Life Member 758 0 758   

Patrol Hour Records : 500+ hours (as at End Season 2019/20)         

20 Sheridan Wilmot Active (18yrs and over) 685.75 57.5 743.25 700 hrs 

21 Gregory Smyth Long Service 705.75 14.75 720.5   

22 David Jansen Life Member 697.75 10.5 708.25 700 hrs 

23 Jeffrey Fudge Not currently Active 691 0 691   

24 Ian Tattersall Life Member *40 yrs service 686.25 0 686.25   

25 Derek Bawden Active (18yrs and over) 419.75 262.25 682 500hrs & 600hrs 

26 Matthew Crichton Active (18yrs and over) 518.5 153.75 672.25 600 hrs 

27 Paul Lewandowski Life Member *50 yrs service 670.75 0 670.75   

28 Greg Ellis Not currently Active 647 0 647   

29 John Rowland Not currently Active 644 0 644   

30 Karen Wilmot Active *15 yrs service 576.83 60.75 637.58 600 hrs 

31 Shauna Henty Active (18yrs and over) 583.75 46.67 630.42 600 hrs 

32 Neil Anderson Active *20 yrs service 609.08 18.92 628   

33 Philip Hoff Not currently Active 626 0 626   

34 Susan Lambert Active (18yrs and over) 599.5 26 625.5 600 hrs 

35 Mark Donnell Not currently Active 609 0 609   

36 Ben Laurenson Not currently Active 605 0 605   

37 Rick Mackereth Not currently Active 604 0 604   

38 Cheryl Gursansky Not currently Active 597 0 597   

39 Andrew Chapman Long Service 563.5 26.92 590.42   

40 Adam Goodburn Not currently Active 590 0 590   

41 Rupert Wyness Life Member 582.25 0 582.25   

42 Darryl Pope Life Member 548.35 24 572.35   

43 Craig Brooks Life Member 562 0 562   

44 Susan Hicks Life Member 545.5 8 553.5   

45 Justin Needham Long Service *25 yrs service 539.5 1 540.5   

46 Grant Williams Active (18yrs and over) 535.25 0 535.25   

47 James Ridgeway Active (18yrs and over) 489.25 34 523.25 500 hrs 

48 Blaik Wilmot Not currently Active 509 0 509   

49 Steven Pfennig Not currently Active 508 0 508   

50 Luke  Lorrenzin Not currently Active 507 0 507   

51 Lisa Holloway Active (18yrs and over) 478.5 27 505.5 500 hrs 
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Rank 
First 

Name Last Name Sub-Membership Category 

Career Hrs 
End 

Season 
2018/19 

Patrol 
Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End 

Season 
2019/20 

Milestones 
during Season 

2019/20 

Patrol Hour Records : 250+ hours (as at End Season 2019/20)         

52 Simon Harrison Not currently Active 494 0 494   

53 Dianne Wallace-Ward Not currently Active at Seacliff 473 0 473   

54 Taryn Hicks Not currently Active 463 0 463   

55 Geoffrey Tattersall Not currently Active 462 0 462   

56 Meredith Ryan Active (18yrs and over) 461 0 461   

57 Russell Bennett Not currently Active 447 0 447   

58 John Ward Life Member 436.5 3.25 439.75   

59 Kaytie Hosking Active (18yrs and over) 418.25 21.25 439.5   

60 Dale Tattersall Not currently Active 433 0 433   

61 Marc Henty Not currently Active 421 0 421   

62 Katrina Chandler Active (18yrs and over) 389.25 29.75 419 400 hrs 

63 Craig Jones Life Member 417 0 417   

64 Liz George Not currently Active 417 0 417   

65 Mackinley Mitchell Active (18yrs and over) 391.5 11.25 402.75 400 hrs 

66 Simon Palmer Active (18yrs and over) 401.5 0 401.5   

67 Samuel Keelan Long Service 396 0 396   

68 Sarah Tuckfield Active (18yrs and over) 394.25 0 394.25   

69 Sarah Bayliss Not currently Active 394 0 394   

70 Chris Ball Not currently Active 391 0 391   

71 Laura Venables Not currently Active 390 0 390   

72 Martin  Schwartz Not currently Active 383 0 383   

73 Janie Harris Active (18yrs and over) 376.25 0 376.25   

74 Jenny  Wood Not currently Active 372 0 372   

75 Grant Gotley Associate 370 0 370   

76 Ronald Brooks Not currently Active 370 0 370   

77 Cheryl Gursanski Not currently Active 368 0 368   

78 Rebecca Short Long Service 363 0 363   

79 Dale Thomson Active (18yrs and over) 321.5 36.67 358.17   

80 Jamie Beavis Active (18yrs and over) 343.5 10.58 354.08   

81 Lauren Klima Not currently Active 353 0 353   

82 Simon Michie Not currently Active 351 0 351   

83 Andrea Brebner Active (18yrs and over) 311.5 28.67 340.17   

84 Matthew Cavauiolo Not currently Active 336 0 336   

85 Tom May Active (18yrs and over) 310.5 25.25 335.75   

86 Damian Carlino Not currently Active 332 0 332   

87 Nathan Calman Associate 327 0 327   

88 Shelley Carman Not currently Active 325 0 325   

89 Callum Shaw Not currently Active 324 0 324   

90 Carrie Collopy Active (18yrs and over) 291.25 28 319.25 300 hrs 

91 Marc Fynnaart Not currently Active 318 0 318   

92 Rebecca Higgs Not currently Active 318 0 318   

93 Ben Spencer Active (18yrs and over) 285.5 27.75 313.25 300 hrs 

94 Anthony Bullard Active (18yrs and over) 276.58 35.58 312.16 300 hrs 

95 George Norberts Not currently Active 311 0 311   

96 Cassandra Wilmot Active (18yrs and over) 242.5 67 309.5 300 hrs 

97 Bradley Jolly Not currently Active 303 0 303   

98 Martin Kelly Not currently Active 299 0 299   

99 Jack Perry Not currently Active 296 0 296   

100 Jason Gallop Not currently Active 295 0 295   

101 Bianca Hillier Not currently Active 294 0 294   

102 Zayn Butcher Active (18yrs and over) 266.75 27 293.75   

103 Wayne Shore Active (18yrs and over) 266.25 26 292.25   

104 Stuart McLachlan Not currently Active 292 0 292   

105 Steven Pancoke Not currently Active 292 0 292   

106 Brendan Collopy Active (18yrs and over) 261 28.5 289.5   

107 Heath  Richards Not currently Active 288 0 288   
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Rank 
First 

Name Last Name Sub-Membership Category 

Career Hrs 
End 

Season 
2018/19 

Patrol 
Hours 

2019/20 

Career Hrs 
End 

Season 
2019/20 

Milestones 
during Season 

2019/20 

108 Matthew Gillard Not currently Active 283 0 283   

109 Amanda Elson Active (18yrs and over) 249.42 29 278.42   

110 Luke  Bowen Not currently Active 277 0 277   

111 Matthew Collopy Active (18yrs and over) 245.25 29.5 274.75   

112 Elizabeth Bowering Not currently Active 272 0 272   

113 Simon Austin Active (18yrs and over) 242.25 27.17 269.42   

114 Derry Warr Not currently Active 264 0 264   

115 Adam Hicks Not currently Active 259 0 259   

116 Luke Jones Long Service 257.25 0 257.25   

117 Ben Bedford Active (18yrs and over) 224 31.5 255.5   

118 Cloe Jolly Not currently Active 255 0 255   

119 Dwayne Thuys Life Member 252.25 0 252.25   

120 Brenton Nerlich Not currently Active 252 0 252   

121 Rino Bibbo Not currently Active 250 0 250   
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VALE 

 

Thomas Austin "Aussie" Burton 

It is with sadness that we acknowledge the recent passing of Thomas Austin Burton at the age of 
89.  

Tom, or "Aussie", was a good all-round Club man who gained his Reel and Line Bronze in 1947 and 
Surf Bronze Medallion in 1952, in the first Seacliff SLSC Surf Bronze Team.  

Aussie then gained his Instructor's Certificate in 1953 after training the 2nd bronze team that included 
Bill Haylock (snr), our oldest living Life Member (at 92).  

Over the following seasons Aussie held the positions of Secretary from 1949-54, Treasurer from 
1955-59 and President from 1955-60.  

After great club service, Aussie was elevated to Life Member of Seacliff SLSC in 1961.  

Gretta Haylock notes in her book, Seacliff SLSC 1930-1980, "Aussie was very helpful gaining and 

controlling funds during the club build (on current location) but was a bit grumpy through the process 
in 1957-58".  

From his smiling photo, I'm sure Aussie was a great bloke to be around. 

 

Glen Patten 
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Treasurer Report 2019-2020 

Year End 30th April 2020 

Seacliff Surf Life Saving Club members can be assured we have come out of the 

2019-2020 season in a strong financial position. Behind the scenes it has been a 
challenge to say the least and I am really looking forward to taking this role into next 

season with the ongoing support and working relationships developed in the past 
year.  

For me, the season began with my previous season’s role as Competition Coordinator assisting 

Management with the invoicing of Carnivals and Westminster Swimming. The challenges of the 

season began with the resignation of our Catering Manager, Bookkeeper and Treasurer. I stepped 
into the role of temp Catering Manager in July and we employed the bookkeeping services of Cory 
Hill at CN Hill Accountants. By the end of September, I stepped into the role of Treasurer as well.  

Shortly after this a new Catering Manager commenced work. Unfortunately the outcome of this was 
beyond anything management could foresee. Criminal charges have been laid and we await the 
outcome of criminal proceedings in court. 

Meanwhile the bistro was getting busy and the season was kicking off. The Treasurer role was not 
only time consuming but had a huge back log of work to be done. With the support of Jacinta, I 

scaled back hours of work by converting the Westminster Swimming program from invoicing to 

prepayment. Cory Hill and I are thankfully on the same page in this area as well. We have put a few 

systems in place to further save time. The mapping of the bistro H and L System (Hospitality 
technology) with Xero Accounting software has turned bistro income reconciliation into a 15minute 
job per week. All our accounting is paper free and in the cloud. 

Mid November Greig Milne commenced work as 
our new Catering Manager. 

The season commenced with the opening of our 
new Patrol Tower. We also received the last 
grants for its construction. 

Membership is slightly down on the year before 
but steady.  

The Bistro has ended the year flat. 

The main contributing factor to an overall loss for 

the Surf Club is increased depreciation of Assets 
and the allowance for long service leave. 

Bridge to Beach on the Sydney Harbour. Cory Hill just 

happens to be the Ocean Ski Paddling World Champ as 

well  

March 2020, with the emergence of Covid 19, saw the season come to an abrupt halt. We qualified 

easily for the Job Keeper payments with seven eligible staff. The change of rules after a month saw 

four young casual staff losing their payments as they were supported by family.  We also secured 
the SAGOV $10,000 Emergency Cash Grants for Small Business.  

I would like to thank the Management Committee for all the hard work you put into our club. A special 
thanks goes to our Finance Sub Committee Gareth Gray, Sarah Morris and Glen Patten for your 
support and advice. 

As the next financial year is already well underway, I am looking forward to continuing to work with 
Cory Hill and Greig Milne. Both are passionate and professional and a pleasure to work with. 

Treasurer – Amanda Luetolf 
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